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ABSTRACT 
 This thesis examines the role that the Indianerfilme played in the construction of the East 
German national identity, explains their usefulness as an illustration of the state’s propaganda 
narrative, and analyzes what the films indicate about racism, masculinity, international relations, 
and the legacy of National Socialism in East Germany. Contextualizing the Indianerfilme within 
East Germany’s socioeconomic and geopolitical realities and analyzing the themes and tropes 
within the films reveals the Socialist Unity Party’s (SED) reactionary and contradictory 
characteristics. These films exemplify how the SED used the state-owned film studio, Deutsche 
Film-Aktiengesellschaft (DEFA), to reeducate East Germans, propagate its anti-capitalist and 
anti-fascist narrative, and garner international recognition for East Germany. The films’ use of 
the Western genre indicates the SED’s failure to control the media and information in East 
Germany, and the inversion of the Western genre reveals the aspects necessary for a film to be 
classified as a Western. As the most successful films produced by DEFA, the Indianerfilme 
represent the furthest extent of East Germany’s cultural imperialism project in the Eastern Bloc. 
As international co-productions, the films and their transnational star, Gojko Mitić, are evidence 
for East Germany’s attempts to use film to exhibit international solidarity with Communist and 
Marxist-Leninist states during the Cold War, including Cuba and Vietnam. The objectification of 
Gojko Mitić and the star culture surrounding him signify his characters in the films as the 
masculine ideal in East Germany. The films also illustrate the importance of Native Americans to 
Germans, and are evidence for Indianthusiasm, the use of Native American images to foster 
national identity in Germany. 
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1. Introduction and Overview 
 During the latter half of the 20th century, the Cold War advanced across every continent, 
but one of the conflict’s major geographic fault lines lay along the border that divided East 
Germany from West Germany. Unlike in theaters such as Vietnam, the people living at the focal 
point of this war did not have to shelter from carpet bombings or suffer through ground assaults. 
Here, the struggle was waged to control the flow information and amass influence, both within 
and between the two German states. Shaping the sentiments and perceptions of the German 
people was critical to each state’s legitimacy, especially as they both “endeavored to create two 
distinct and unique German identities” (Goral 1).  
 In East Germany, or GDR, this task fell to the political party that controlled the state from 
its inception to its disintegration, the Socialist Unity Party, or SED. At the forefront of the party’s 
strategy to achieve these aims were films, since “politics and cinema were inextricably 
linked” (Heiduschke 2). For the SED, films were indispensable in forging a national identity, 
buttressing their authority, and displaying international solidarity. The centrality of films to the 
SED’s influence over its citizens required direct control over their production and distribution. 
Consequently, East Germany’s national film studio, the Deutsche Film-Aktiengesellschaft, or 
DEFA, was “placed under control of the Politburo and the Central Committee” (Bathrick 25). 
Essentially operating as the SED’s internal propaganda machine, DEFA produced films at the 
pleasure of the SED’s leaders. Therefore, resulting productions document the party’s chosen 
narratives, chronicle its oscillations, and expose the insecurities and fears of the SED’s 
leadership. Due to the absence of an actual opposition party in the GDR, the SED and its 
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leadership can be considered to represent the state’s official position on internal and international 
issues. 
 A series of twelve DEFA films created between 1966 and 1977 are the subject of this 
study. These twelve films are collectively called Indianerfilme, as they all focus on the exploits 
of various tribes of Native Americans in the 18th and 19th century United States. As the most 
successful DEFA films ever produced, they are noteworthy for their far reach within East 
Germany and the Eastern Bloc. Even though these films have generally “either been derided . . . 
or damned,” they provide an unparalleled starting point to understand the machinations, 
contradictions, and reactionary nature of East Germany (Broe 27).  
 The Indianerfilme chronicle a turning point in the SED’s policy of censorship and 
opposition to the foreign influences, namely American, that they perceived to be corrupting and 
weakening East German citizens. Prior to the Indianerfilme, the party’s primary defense against 
the spread of capitalist and consumerist tendencies had been to ban access to the media that 
depicted these Western ideals in a positive light (Goral 58). With the advent of the Indianerfilme, 
we can see that the party leadership capitulated on this front and instead attempted to co-opt the 
Western genre to fit its goal of uniting its citizens in opposition to the both the United States and 
West Germany. 
 The continuous debate within the SED regarding the level of political discourse and 
criticism that should be allowed in films came to a head at the 11th Plenum of the SED in 1965, 
resulting in an extreme tightening of control over DEFA productions. The Indianerfilme, which 
began the following year, are representative of the level of compliance to the Marxist-Leninist 
perspective that was expected after the Plenum, to the degree that the films all follow “the same 
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basic formulaic structure” about the evil nature of capitalism and its propensity to lead to fascism 
(Birgel 38). The gradual loosening of these restrictions is only apparent in the last of the 
Indianerfilme, which signals the SED’s growing confidence in its internal and international 
security at that time. 
 In order to critically analyze the Indianerfilme, we must begin with the genesis of the 
East German state and DEFA in the months and years following World War II. This foundation 
provides context for the involvement of the Soviet Union in setting the course for DEFA and the 
SED, as well as the reasons for the high level of control that the SED maintained over DEFA. 
This period also cements the SED’s “dependence on Soviet power,” thereby shaping East 
Germany’s international relations throughout its history (Herf 190). Using film to shape the 
formation of the East German national identity also begins at this early stage in the Cold War 
(Feinstein 19). As a result, East German national identity is couched in opposition to the Nazis, 
West Germany, and the United States, and the Indianerfilme effectively epitomize the Marxist-
Leninist narrative central to this dogma. 
 From its inception, the SED’s attitudes are closely linked to the changing conditions and 
events of the Cold War, both within the Eastern Bloc and further afield. The Indianerfilme reflect 
the SED’s circumstances during the 1960s and 1970s while providing the party an outlet for 
responding to developments such as the US Civil Rights Movement and the Vietnam War 
(Torner, “Artifact of Resistance” 7). Placing the Indianerfilme within the context of Cold War, 
and within the framework of East Germany’s opposition to the United States, is crucial to 
unravelling and interpreting the themes and tropes contained within the films. The storylines and 
characters that these films depict illustrate the East German conception of their place in the 
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struggle, framed by the SED’s Marxist-Leninist worldview, against their interpretation of 
America’s culture as capitalist, racist, and imperialist culture.  
 The contradictory tendencies within the SED are on full display in the production of the 
Indianerfilme, since these same aspects of American culture that the Indianerfilme were intended 
to counteract are embedded within the films themselves. The stunning success of these films, 
which were the “most successful domestic products of DEFA,” overcame the SED’s prevailing 
opposition to films that did not conform to socialist realism, a theory that had guided nearly 
every DEFA film since the 1950s (Byg 29). The Indianerfilme actually went so far as to extend 
official approval for the type of escapism and fantasy that the SED had opposed since its 
inception. This break in conformity was allowed for a few main reasons: the films’ usefulness is 
promoting the SED’s ideological narrative, their commercial success, and their popularity 
outside of East Germany. By allowing financial considerations to guide film policy and 
succumbing to the temptation to export its culture outside of East Germany, the SED 
contradicted its policy on both anti-capitalism and anti-imperialism. 
 In addition to these discrepancies, by using the Western film genre, the SED necessarily 
promoted one of the most racist genres in film history, even in spite of the fact that particular 
care is taken throughout the Indianerfilme to paint the Americans as the sole perpetrators of 
racism. In an avowedly anti-racist country, promoting racism so readily is somewhat curious. 
This issue might be overlooked in light of the fact that the Indianerfilme highlight genuine racist 
tendencies of 19th century Americans, but in order to depict these scenes it is still necessary for 
DEFA to recreate them by using racist language, tropes, and characterizations. The use of “ethnic 
drag” and cultural appropriation throughout the Indianerfilme, as well as the irony of using the 
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same actor, Gojko Mitić, to portray several ethnically and racially diverse tribes of Native 
Americans further calls into question the SED’s supposed anti-racist position (Sieg 76). Since 
antifascism, and by extension antiracism, always “remained an essential component of the 
regime’s self-understanding” this contradiction is even more jarring (Feinstein 24). The racial 
dynamics that the Indianerfilme contend with are also fraught with the legacy of the Holocaust 
and the Marxist-Leninist mantra of multiculturalism, which the films seem unable to balance. 
 The period in which the Indianerfilme were released coincided with a coordinated push 
by the GDR for legitimacy on the world stage, which resulted in a “wave of international 
recognition” for East Germany by the 1970s (Horten 70). The Indianerfilme reflect the SED’s 
policy of using international collaboration in film to forge international relations and display 
solidarity with oppressed peoples. The films feature actors of various nationalities, from Cubans 
to Bulgarians, and, most notably, the star of all the films is not German, but Yugoslavian. In 
addition to using international actors, the Indianerfilme were filmed on sets in locations across 
the Eastern Bloc world such as Romania, Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, and the Soviet Union, 
resulting in distinctly international productions (Gemünden 26).  
 By using the production of the Indianerfilme as a type of international outreach, East 
Germany was able to position itself as a leader in the Easter Bloc. Exporting the Indianerfilme to 
these countries also gave the SED an opportunity to display their technological and artistic 
achievements to an international audience. Garnering international recognition and showcasing 
unity amongst the Marxist-Leninist states demonstrated the SED’s legitimacy, both within the 
country and abroad. This strategy was integral to the SED’s response to West Germany’s 
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continuous pressure against East Germany in international forums as the two competed for the 
mantle of successor of the pre-war German state. 
 The Indianerfilme also supported East Germany’s claim to this heritage by tapping into 
the longstanding German interest in Native Americans. Beginning in the 19th century, Native 
Americans “evoked the phenomenon of mass euphoria” in Germany (Usbeck, Fellow Tribesmen 
1). This trend has continued to to the present day, with many active Indianer clubs throughout 
both former East and West Germany (Sieg 77). In the 19th and 20th centuries, a feeling of 
solidarity with Native Americans among German nationalists arose from a belief that Native 
Americans were “a reflection of the Germanic tribes that struggled against the Roman 
empire” (Goral 109). The Indianerfilme tapped into the popularity of Native Americans in East 
Germany and their importance to German national identity in an apparent effort to recreate the 
nation-building effect that had they invigorated prior to World War I. 
 Another indicator of East Germany’s reactionary tendency stems from the SED’s position 
on a 19th century German author who became famous for his books and stories about Native 
Americans, Karl May. May wrote prolifically about Native Americans, and his works were 
wildly successful in Germany and other countries. Officially, the SED adamantly opposed using 
May’s characters and storylines for the Indianerfilme due to the popularity that May enjoyed 
among Hitler and the Third Reich’s leadership and the books’ imperialist and racist themes. 
Equally unacceptable was Winnetou, May’s most famous character, being adapted to film in 
West Germany in 1963, which went on to be enormously popular (“Artifact of Resistance” 5). 
The success of the Winnetou films in West Germany “triggered responses in DEFA cinema that 
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resulted in the creation” of the Indianerfilme, both as a rejection of Karl May and to provide an 
alternative, and ideologically useful, Western for East Germans to enjoy (Heiduschke 13). 
 A central concern within the SED were the “deviations from gender mores" in movies 
from the United States, especially the feminization of men and promiscuity of women (Poiger 
62). The Indianerfilme reveal the party’s desired masculine gender norms with the focus on the 
Native American characters’ hyper-masculine qualities, most notably by emphasizing their 
physiques throughout the films. Gojko Mitić’s physique is on display in all of the Indianerfilme, 
and his shirtless torso figures prominently on many of the movie posters advertising the films. In 
contrast, the Americans in the films are often shown as fearful and overly dependent upon 
alcohol, which Mitić’s characters never touch. Investigating these displays of gender and 
sexuality in the films highlights that “defining normative gender roles was important” to the SED 
and reveals the distinction that the SED hoped to make between itself and the United States with 
regard to gender relations (Poiger 4).  
 This study of the Indianerfilme also shows that they are a valuable and worthwhile 
contribution to the Western genre as a whole. These films, predicated entirely on exposing the 
United States as a morally bankrupt conquerer, diametrically oppose the Hollywood narrative 
that created the Western genre, especially the image of the cowboy as a folk hero. Since the 
Indianerfilme did not need to conform to the United States’ positive self-image, they are able to 
show a truer accounting of the impact that Manifest Destiny had upon Native Americans. They 
also provide evidence for which aspects of a Western can be stripped away, such as heroic 
cowboys and uncivilized Native Americans, and which aspects are actually necessary for a film 
to be recognized as a Western, such as the music and scenery. By all accounts, the Indianerfilme 
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are Westerns, even though they take the genre in a completely different direction than previous 
Westerns had, as they even preempted the counterculture Westerns of the 1970s that depict the 
killing of Native Americans more vividly than previous Hollywood Westerns. By taking the 
perspective of the Native Americans, the films give more thought to the customs, traditions, and 
societies of these peoples than any previous Hollywood Western.  
 In the following chapters, the analysis is primarily drawn from themes in the 
Indianerfilme as a whole, as well as from specific examples from several of the films, including 
Die Söhne der großen Bärin (1966), Chingachgook die große Schlange (1967), Spur des Falken 
(1968), Osceola (1971), Apachen (1973), and Blutsbrüder (1975). This selection of films 
includes at least one film from each of what Evan Torner has described as the six “sub-cycles of 
the Indianerfilme” and provides useful examples of themes, tropes, and images that are 
representative of the series as whole (“Artifact of Resistance” 5).  
 Over the course of this study, I show that examining the Indianerfilme is an excellent 
method for gaining insight into a state that found itself at the juncture of East and West at the 
height of the Cold War, and how it handled its precarious position between the world’s 
superpowers. These films capture how the society dealt with the recovery from the destruction of 
World War II and the depths of the Holocaust to the foundation of an entirely new state with a 
radically different political system and geopolitical environment.  
 Not only do the Indianerfilme represent a completely new interpretation of a classic 
genre, they exemplify how media and film are used to create a community between people. 
These films constitute “a socialist cultural assault on US imperialism and capitalism” in a display 
of how the Cold War’s intense competition for control over the flow of information was fought, a 
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subject that has recently come to the forefront of modern political discourse with the spread of 
fake news and disinformation (Tóth 30). The other issues that these films bring to the fore, from 
gender relations and ethnic appropriation to censorship and political control, are equally relevant 
as modern societies continue to grapple with shifting perceptions on these same topics. Above 
all, the Indianerfilme are useful in defining how East Germany’s leaders reacted to their 
circumstances and controlled a state founded upon contradiction and opposition.  
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2. How the SED Controlled Information: DEFA, Propaganda, 
and Censorship 
2.1 DEFA as an Instrument of the State 
 One of the longest serving directors at DEFA, Wolfgang Kohlhaas, summarized the role 
that film played in the SED with the remark: “‘Knowledge is power’ was the rallying cry of 19th 
century Social Democrats. ‘Art is a weapon’ was the narrower, more radical slogan of the 
communists” (Kohlhaas 11).  Film’s propensity for being used as an ideological weapon is 
apparent in the importance it played in East Germany’s formation. In the months following 
Germany’s capitulation in World War II, the officers in command of the Soviet occupation began 
dismantling the Nazi’s film studio, UFA. The Soviet Military Administration, or SMAD, 
“confiscated all property belonging to Nazi film industry in October 1945,” and they 
immediately started reorganizing its equipment and staff under their control (Feinstein 24). As 
early as November 22nd, 1945 the Soviets presided over a meeting of German producers and 
writers at Hotel Adlon “devoted to laying the ideological and organizational groundwork for 
DEFA” (Bathrick 16). In addition to setting the priorities and ideology of DEFA, the Soviets also 
ensured that there could be no competing film studios by confiscating all of UFA’s equipment. 
 The speed with which the Soviets dismantled UFA and began financing and encouraging 
the first productions at DEFA is indicative of the importance that they anticipated film would 
have in post-war Germany, primarily due to “its merits for fostering citizen loyalty and national 
identity” (Fehrenbach 19). As further evidence for film’s importance in post-war Germany, 
DEFA was created almost three years before the East German state itself (Allan and Heiduschke 
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15). Similar efforts were underway in the area that would become West Germany, but SMAD 
received considerable “industrial support and political leeway” from the Soviet Union, resulting 
in their “immediate success” in creating DEFA and producing films (Bathrick 21). In the Soviet 
zone, films were prioritized for their effectiveness in the reeducation of the East German citizens, 
who the Soviets believed had been conditioned by Nazi propaganda to distrust communism. 
 Nazi Germany’s overwhelming success in utilizing the film industry to popularize and 
propagate Nazi ideology provided both a warning and a model to the occupying Soviet forces; 
accordingly, gaining control of the film industry proved to be a critical objective in the early days 
of the Soviet occupation and the formation of East Germany. By gaining influence over the 
writers and producers at DEFA, the Soviets ensured that their program of indoctrinating the East 
German public would be carried out according to their interests. The original mandate of DEFA, 
which the head of the Soviet occupation forces endorsed with the support of the USSR, was to:  
restore democracy in Germany and to remove all traces of fascist and militaristic 
ideology from the minds of every German, the struggle to reeducate the German people - 
especially the young - to a true understanding of genuine democracy and humanism, and 
in doing so to promote a sense of respect for other people and other nations (Allan, “An 
Historical Overview” 3). 
This mandate further demonstrates the Soviet intention of using DEFA to promote its values, and 
the SED continued to use DEFA in the same way following the eventual handover of power from 
the Soviet Union. However, it is notable that even at its inception, “DEFA was a film monopoly 
originating in reaction to fascism and German defeat in World War II” (Heiduschke 3). 
 The monopoly that the Soviets gave to DEFA over productions of films and other media 
in East Germany reflects the prevailing sentiment that “political sovereignty was linked to 
cultural sovereignty,” because films were central to exercising cultural control (Fehrenbach 19). 
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Therefore, in order to guarantee political control, the authorities also needed to control the 
cultural beliefs and norms that would be instituted in the newly formed state. The most effective 
way to spread ideas about society and norms in the 20th century had proven to be film, due to “its 
unmatched powers to draw unprecedented numbers of people into its fictional 
world” (Fehrenbach 18). The communal experience of seeing a film together not only ensures 
that all of the viewers are exposed to whatever the producers intended, it also bonds them 
together through their shared experience. Film’s potent combination of selective exposure and 
group bonding had already been proven to be effective before World War II, and the Soviets, and 
then the SED, continued to use it to their advantage in the following years. The policy of using 
cinema as an “instrument of Communist education . . . and organization of the masses” soon 
became integral to the SED’s method of control (Peter 93). Since DEFA was “responsible for the 
solicitation of screenplays, production, censorship, approval and distribution of every film made 
in the GDR,” this task became the studio’s primary function (Feinstein 25). 
 In order to downplay their direct involvement in the early administration of DEFA, and 
therefore their control over the East German media, the Soviets concealed the level of ownership 
that they held in DEFA. Although 55% of DEFA was under Soviet control, thereby giving the 
Soviet Union the final say in all production decisions, the authorities believed that people would 
stop consuming the media, or oppose it outright, if they became aware of this (“An Historical 
Overview” 7). Using “owners of Soviet capital who were German or could be described as such” 
to control DEFA allowed the true level of the Soviets’ influence to remain a secret until DEFA 
had been transferred to SED control (“An Historical Overview” 7). This strategy helped DEFA to 
gain the public’s trust before the SED began to use the studio for its own political objectives. 
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 In the early years of the East German state, “Soviet military authorities and East German 
communists made concerted efforts to convince the Germans of the superiority of Soviet culture” 
(Naimark 410). This objective can be partially attributed to the Soviets Union’s desire to prevent 
hostilities against their occupying forces, but it also filled a gaping hole in the German psyche 
where their own culture should have been. The process of deciding what type of society and 
culture the new state should be founded upon was not yet settled. In the early years after the war, 
“the Soviets - as opposed to their more partisan brethren in the SED - felt comfortable with a 
very general notion of antifascism: neither explicitly anticapitalist nor narrowly ideological or 
didactic,” but this view began to shift as the Cold War intensified (Bathrick 20). At the time that 
the Indianerfilme were produced, “anti-fascism and socialist-realism [were] the two most 
significant genres in DEFA canon” (Shen 60). The films’ break from socialist-realism by using 
the Western genre is a significant departure from the norms that the SED put in place beginning 
in the 1950s. 
 The Soviet authorities had “insured that the SED . . . became the ruling party” in East 
Germany, and as they withdrew from daily affairs, the SED gained tighter control over state 
institutions, including DEFA (Poiger 33). By 1953 DEFA fell “largely under SED control, with 
the politics of the day determining the productions within the studio” (Heiduschke 11). The 
organization of the studio itself reflected the “centralized structure of a socialist country led by 
one ruling party,” with SED involvement at every level of production and distribution 
(Heiduschke 3). Considering the fact that there was no serious challenge to SED control over 
East Germany from opposition parties within the state, this structure provided the state to 
effectively control DEFA’s productions and use films to promote its ideology. 
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 Through this arrangement, the “SED exerted control from the inception of a film to 
distribution in all 5,700 theaters and film clubs, to safeguard compliance with political 
guidelines” (Jordan 230). As a result, it is possible to consider the films that DEFA produced, and 
the themes and tropes within them, as representing East Germany’s official position on the issues 
that are presented in the films, especially in the period following the 11th Plenum in 1965 when 
the Indianerfilme would be produced. Founded with the explicit aim to erase the vestiges of 
fascism from the East German consciousness, DEFA would redouble on that goal with the 
production of the Indianerfilme. Since the “commitment to anti-fascism” was East Germany’s 
“founding principle - or foundational fiction -” the SED employed DEFA to produce films that 
would promote this dogma, and the Indianerfilme represent the studio’s crowning achievement in 
this regard (Gemünden 32). 
 Another clear sign of the SED’s apparent proclivity for contradiction arises from the 
qualities that DEFA shared with the fascists’ film apparatus, UFA (Universum-Film 
Aktiengesellschaft). Despite the SED’s emphasis on its opposition to fascism and the fact that 
“DEFA defined itself politically and artistically as a kind of anti-UFA” the party relied upon 
many of the Nazi propaganda studio’s former employees (Kohlhaas 11). Even in the early 1950s, 
as many as “62% of DEFA directors, 73% of cameramen, and 60% of producers had worked for” 
one of the former Nazi studios, making DEFA quite dependent on former Nazi collaborators 
(Bathrick 17). This high proportion of former Nazi employees within the state’s film studio 
reveals the uncomfortable truth that the SED’s antifascist rhetoric did not always reflect reality.  
 As well as borrowing personnel from UFA, DEFA exhibited many of UFA’s strategic and 
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ideological characteristics. DEFA’s political and cultural policies displayed a “striking similarity” 
to UFA’s, with both studios following three main schemes:  
first, their initial anti-American sentiments and related critique of cultural imperialism; 
second, a national agenda driving international collaborations; and third, the wish to co-
produce with other European nations in order to gain prestige and to promote 
international solidarity (Ivanova 98). 
Furthermore, at that first DEFA meeting in Hotel Adlon, “with the exception of two writers, all 
others present had been active participants in the Nazi public sphere” (Bathrick 16). DEFA also 
“took over studios at Babelsberg left by UFA,” embedding a physical dimension to the 
continuation of the Nazi project within its avowedly antifascist successor (Bathrick 229). All of 
these congruencies make DEFA’s claim to be “an anti-UFA” both unconvincing and quite 
unlikely (Kohlhaas 11). Despite this contradictory reality, DEFA remained indispensable to the 
SED as a “vital cultural sector and core building block of its socialist identity,” which was too 
important for the SED to consider reorganizing DEFA to make the studio more ideologically 
pure (Horten 87). In fact, borrowing so heavily from their fascist forerunner might not have been 
a concern for the SED, aside from the bad optics, simply because the Nazis had been so effective 
at using film to indoctrinate their citizens This pattern of hypocrisy is a defining aspect of the 
SED and DEFA throughout their development, to include the Indianerfilme themselves.  
2.2 Directing Propaganda Against West Germany, the United States,           
 and Hollywood 
 The East German tactic of using media to promote anti-American propaganda was 
established nearly 20 years before the release of the Indianerfilme. The films reflect the type of 
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propaganda that had been used throughout this period, as DEFA had “purely propagandistic 
aims” that conformed to a fairly consistent narrative (Stott 48). After its creation, East Germany 
quickly cemented its national identity in opposition to West Germany and the United States, and 
“East German officials and the East German press tried to mobilize their vision of a unified 
German culture against American influences” in support of creating this identity (Poiger 56). 
This opposition to the West stemmed from East Germany’s relationship with the Soviet Union, 
since the SED claimed “itself to be a ‘Party of the New Type,’ thus affirming its commitment to 
Moscow and to socialism” as early as 1948 (Naimark 411). From this foundation, East Germany 
began the “difficult task of constructing national identity out of the rubble left by National 
Socialism and World War II,” and under the conditions of the emerging Cold War separation 
(Poiger 3). A pressing issue in fulfilling this task, the lack of an East Germany identity, is 
described here: 
There was no specifically East German culture in 1945—only a German culture. When it 
came to matters of national identity, officials in the GDR’s ruling Socialist Unity Party 
(SED) could not posit a unique quality of “East Germanness,” but could only highlight 
East Germany’s difference from its western neighbor. This difference did not stem from 
the language and culture of the past, but the politics and ideology of the present: East 
Germany was socialist Germany (Silverberg 2). 
The necessity of defining the East German state as a socialist state in line with Moscow 
automatically guaranteed that the SED would be opposed to West Germany and the United States 
due to Cold War divisions. The SED even called itself a “Staatsnation, or a political nation” 
which required that its citizens share a “common ideology” as the primary foundation for their 
national identity (Allan and Heiduschke 17). The state therefore began a coordinated campaign 
to define itself as a Marxist-Leninist “not West Germany.”  
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 As the tension and politics of the Cold War intensified, it soon “became obvious that a 
policy based simply on the Soviet’s concept of ‘antifascist-democratic renewal’ would no longer 
prove adequate” (Feinstein 23). Consequently, the SED increasingly resorted to denigrating the 
United States and American culture in order to differentiate itself from West Germany, as West 
Germany’s culture was gradually becoming more Americanized. In an early effort to define East 
German as a unique and independent nation, East Germany’s leaders even included a statement 
proclaiming “there is only one German nationality” within their constitution, which highlights 
the state’s insecurity (Goral 6). 
 The program against West Germany and Americanization relied on criticizing American 
culture, and the SED often “conflated the consumption of American popular culture with fascism 
and capitalist militarism” (Poiger 104). The SED named Albert Norden as the Secretary for 
Agitation in 1955, and his primary objective was to “direct the government’s propaganda 
campaign against West Germany” (Herf 50). Norden would later obtain a position within the 
Politburo, where he would also be able to exert influence over DEFA films such as the 
Indianerfilme. During his tenure as Secretary for Agitation, Norden emphasized that “the only 
hope there was for Germany's future lay in the reeducation of its working classes” (Herf 50). The 
policy of reeducation had begun with the Soviet plan for DEFA, and during the 1950s and 1960s 
Norden encouraged the production of anti-American propaganda to reeducate East Germans with 
“vehement rejections of American culture” (Poiger 21). This faithfulness to the reeducation 
strategy supports the claim that “the most radical and active initiatives indeed came from 
ambitious promoters of ‘self-Sovietiztion’” (Skopal and Karl 5). 
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 A permanent feature of the SED’s propaganda was that “anti-American sentiment was 
expressed in a critique of Hollywood cinema that portrayed the latter as a propaganda tool for 
American culture, values and way of life” (Ivanova 99). Anti-American statements appeared as 
soon as the SED came into power, with the “official newspaper of the East German SED, Neues 
Deutschland, assert[ing] in 1948 that the cultural level of the West was sinking rapidly” (Poiger 
31).  The crusade to malign American culture stemmed from the SED’s fear of cultural 
imperialism, which implied that American culture “is a manipulative tool that bolsters American 
economic and political hegemony and that eliminates diversity” (Poiger 43). These fears were 
revealed in the SED’s response to the Werner Gladow murders in 1950 and the 1953 Uprising in 
East Germany. Although the anti-American propaganda had been common practice in the 
preceding years, these events precipitated much harsher condemnation, especially of Hollywood.  
 Werner Gladow, an 18 year old East German who was executed after murdering several 
people in 1950, was used by East German authorities to vilify American influences. The officials 
“blamed the influence of westerns, gangsters, [and] pulp fiction” for Gladow’s actions, making it 
clear that they believed these Hollywood influences had encouraged Gladow’s actions (Poiger 
48). At this point, the condemnation of Westerns is apparently party doctrine, but this attitude 
flips in the 1960s with the production of the Indianerfilme.  
 Both “East German officials and the East German press used the publicity for an all-out 
attack on American popular culture,” during which they condemned any music or movie genres 
that had been popularized in the United States (Poiger 48). The Neues Deutschland printed a 
scathing commentary that tied Gladow’s murders together with fascism and American 
diplomacy: “Dr. Goebbel’s total war and Dean Acheson’s total diplomacy are complemented by 
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the total crimes of Al Capone and Werner Gladow” (Poiger 48). This line of reasoning illustrates 
the lengths that the SED would go to in order to promote its antifascist and anti-American 
agenda. It also indicates the SED theory that US capitalism is a closely related to fascism, which 
is repeated throughout the Indianerfilme. 
 Just a few years later, “East German authorities made an indictment of American cultural 
and political influences part of their efforts to contain the 1953 uprising” (Baring 98). These 
uprisings prompted another wave of anti-American propaganda, primarily as a method for 
deflecting responsibility for the unrest. Instead of acknowledging the shortcomings of socialism, 
the SED blamed “‘Tangojünglinge’ (Tango-boys) and other young males in ‘Texas shirts’ and 
cowboy pants of having caused ‘provocations.’” (Poiger 51). Despite the lack of evidence for 
these claims, the SED continued to promote this narrative as their primary response to the 
uprisings. The newspapers played a large part in spreading this story, with some arguing that a 
“German Volkskultur (people’s culture) needed to be pitted against the barbarizing influences of 
American mass culture” (Poiger 51). Following the uprisings, the SED passed a youth protection 
law that denounced American culture as “Unkultur, altogether den[ing] American imports the 
status of ‘culture’” (Poiger 67). 
 These incidents reflect the SED’s standard procedure of avoiding responsibility by 
casting blame upon a politically expedient scapegoat, a tactic that resurfaces during the 11th 
Plenum. The propaganda against the United States and West Germany is a continuous element in 
the East German effort to create and sustain national unity by basing their national identity on 
opposing these other countries. A common strain of this propaganda “conflated uncontrolled 
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sexuality, African American culture, and German lower-class culture, and linked all three to 
fascism” (Poiger 6).  
 The racist undertones in these messages are more readily apparent in the use of terms 
such as “degenerate” (Poiger 8). The SED used this term in particular to label “deviations from 
norms of male and female respectability as unacceptable by invoking, often implicitly, a racial 
logic that believed Germans to be superior to Jews, blacks, and other groups like Gypsies” in 
clear contrast to the party’s avowed renunciation of racism (Poiger 8). At the same time, the SED 
“defined nazism as the final development of capitalism” in an attempt to conflate West Germany 
and the United States with the Nazis (Goral 109). This theory can also be seen as officials such 
as Alexander Absuch, Minister of Culture from 1958 to 1961, claimed “that West Germany was 
the continuation of SS” (Herf 49). A common assertion portrayed “West Germany as the 
successor state of Nazism” in a clear attempt to distance East Germany from any association 
with National Socialism and its crimes (Goral 58). There seemed to be a disconnect in the SED 
between the use of racially charged language such as “degenerate” and claims that West 
Germany is fascist and East Germany is antifascist. This conflicting approach to race reappears 
in the Indianderfilme, in which the SED chose to depict American racism at the expense of 
forcing DEFA into racist activities. 
2.3 Controlling Expression and Influences through Censorship 
 Political control over the media was established in the early years of East Germany, and 
the SED exercised their control through rigid censorship. The primary methods for ensuring the 
cultural integrity of the East German population were limiting access to unapproved media, 
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prohibitions against traveling, and close censorship of artistic productions, especially film. On 
average, DEFA films were subjected to “sixteen instances of examination, rejection, or 
alteration” before being approved, “leaving no room for free expression, spontaneity, or 
experimentation” (Stott 44). The Indianerfilme represent a major break in this system of control, 
as they are based upon the same type of American culture that the SED had attempted to keep out 
of East Germany and required DEFA to experiment with the Western genre for the first time. The 
development of censorship in the SED makes this break seem even more unlikely, because crises 
throughout the Eastern Bloc generally resulted in increasingly restrictive policies on media. 
 At the outset, the SED cultural officials “insisted that DEFA films apply socialist realism 
as their chief aesthetic means of addressing and promoting the new political reality” in order to 
keep films within acceptable guidelines (Shen 173). The SED intended for DEFA to create films 
that would motivate the populace to work toward a socialist utopia in pursuit of a sort of self-
fulfilling prophecy. The most important requirements for socialist-realism “included ideological 
commitment, party-mindedness, and national/popular spirit” (Shen 63). Any films that did not 
conform to these guidelines were condemned for their lack of political and social usefulness in 
achieving the socialist utopia.  
 The films that strayed from socialist realism were decried for being “bourgeois, 
revisionist, and not contributing to the socialist education of future generations,” severely 
limiting the expression in most types of media, including film (Shen 173). By keeping films 
under such restrictive guidelines, the SED was also attempting to develop the sort of cultural 
integrity that “struck many germans as a crucial prerequisite for regaining national 
sovereignty” (Fehrenbach 23). The early DEFA productions were central to the state-building 
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efforts in East Germany, because authorities had “made their citizens’ cultural consumption 
central to their political reconstruction efforts” (Poiger 1). Despite focusing on promoting the 
promise of an eventual utopia in its early years, the SED was forced to allow a “gradual 
abandonment of utopian aspirations” between 1950 and 1980 as it became increasingly clear that 
the utopia would always remain slightly out of reach (Feinstein 229). 
 This abandonment was hastened by a series of crises within the Eastern Bloc in 1956 that 
called the Marxist-Leninist experiment into question and prompted the SED to restrict DEFA 
even further. A spate of worker uprisings in Poland in the Fall of 1956, known as the Polish 
October, were disruptive enough to result in Wladyslaw Gomulka’s sudden reinstatement to 
control in the country. The Soviets had been so concerned about the events that they had begun 
“army maneuvers . . . on Polish territory,” and they subsequently organized a summit between 
East Germany, Bulgaria, Hungary, and Romania to discuss the situation (Svoboda 2). Before the 
summit even occurred, a more serious uprising began in Hungary. The Marxist-Leninist 
government in Hungary collapsed after requesting Soviet assistance to pacify “a demonstration 
that was reaching an ever greater and unprecedented scale” (Svoboda 4). Ultimately, the Soviet 
army advanced into Hungary and reasserted control, resulting in thousands of deaths and a 
refugee crisis. In light of these events, the SED decided “there could not and would not be room 
for tolerance at the level of cultural policy in the GDR” (Bathrick 30). 
 A potential impetus for these uprisings were Kruschev’s remarks at the Soviet Union’s 
Twentieth Congress in which he conceded that there had been “grave Stalinist errors” in the 
Marxist-Leninist project, which “set off a process of critical reevaluation of the socialist project 
throughout the East Bloc," including within East Germany (Feinstein 6). Following these 
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developments, the “SED decided at a 1957 cultural conference that German art should nurture 
and promote socialism” more rigorously than it had before (“An Historical Overview” 6). This 
decision resulted in film bans and strict censorship at DEFA, which would not slacken until after 
the Berlin Wall’s construction. At this cultural conference the SED announced that “the 
commitment to making films must first and foremost be based on cultural-political 
considerations in which issues of financial success should also play a role” (Bathrick 31). 
Essentially a reaffirmation of DEFA’s original mandate, this pronouncement reaffirmed DEFA’s 
responsibility to serve the state. Interestingly, in an allusion to the economic distress that had 
precipitated the recent uprisings, this statement is one of the first instances of the SED admitting 
that financial considerations could be relevant to DEFA’s project. 
 Following the 1957 cultural conference, a series of smaller “special conferences were 
organized to critique ideological revisionism, younger generations’ demands for more self-
governance, theories of spontaneity, and discussion about the death of the state” (Heimann 260). 
These smaller conferences were not intended to encourage any of these subjects, but to find and 
discourage any artists or producers who might be considering addressing them in future works. 
In general, the 1957 conference generated “efforts to bring intellectuals and artists into line at all 
levels of cultural life” (Bathrick 30). The mood at DEFA was affected by these changes, but a 
more impactful change was the replacement of the liberal Rudolf Böhm by Konrad Schwalbe as 
head DEFA dramaturge. As dramaturge, this made Schwable the “artistic consultant and 
ideological midwife” for all DEFA productions (Bathrick 37). Schwalbe, a staunch SED member, 
quickly “instituted strict adherence to socialist realism,” which would remain the policy at DEFA 
until the production of the Indianerfilme (Schenk 86). 
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 As all of these events played out, the SED was still struggling to control their citizens’ 
access to Western media. This challenge was particularly difficult considering East Germany’s 
close proximity to the “Western ‘enemy,’” which was “existentially threatening because of the 
dominant presence of West German media (film, radio, newspapers, and subsequently 
television)” (Bathrick 29). Throughout this period, “American films made up the majority of 
movies released in West Germany, and Germans flooded to see them,” including East Germans 
(Guback 47). It was a well known secret within the SED that “every day thousands of East 
Germans, especially young people, crossed the borders to the Western sectors of Berlin where 
they watched West European and American movies” (Poiger 32). In spite of the continuous 
propaganda disparaging Western media, especially Hollywood productions, and the strict 
censorship over East German media, the SED was not able to cut off the public’s access to 
Hollywood films. These two strategies were the only options that the SED had, since they never 
succeeded in convincing East Germans to voluntarily eschew Hollywood movies in favor of 
DEFA productions. In fact, a report from East Germany’s Institute for Youth Research 
(Jugendforschungsinstitut) found “prior exposure to DEFA films actually made young East 
Germans less likely to see other East German films” (Horten 75). With the SED facing this 
reality, their support for the Indianerfilme becomes more understandable, since the Indianerfilme 
were so popular that East Germans flocked to see them year after year for over a decade. 
 The construction of the Berlin Wall in 1961 finally slowed the flow of East Germans that 
traveled to West Germany to view Western movies in theaters. While the wall was primarily 
constructed to keep East Germans from defecting and not just to cut off access to Hollywood 
films, it is likely that many East Germans made the decision to defect after seeing the Western 
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life that Hollywood films depicted. The wall also “emphasized the Ulbricht regime’s willingness 
to sacrifice national unity in favor of establishing an independent socialist state,” since 
reunification had become increasingly unlikely (Feinstein 6). This reality allowed for bolder and 
more direct assaults on the United States, since the SED did not believe that it would be 
necessary to reconcile the divide between East and West Germany. As a result, they redoubled 
their efforts to widen the divide with the blatantly anti-American Indianerfilme. 
 Although the Berlin Wall changed the behavior of the East German youth, since 
“teenagers and young adults gathered at East German cinemas instead of border cinemas,” the 
SED’s pursuit of cultural integrity was still undermined by radio broadcasts (Heiduschke 12). 
Both “radio broadcasts and visitors continued to transport American popular culture into East 
Germany,” placing further strain on the SED’s ability to control information (Poiger 1). The SED 
was intimately aware that “Western electronic media crossing national boundaries and 
penetrating cultural space is a form of domination,” but they were unable to stop the broadcasts, 
and instead had to reply upon confiscating whatever radios they could find (Tomlinson 69). As 
Western media continued to penetrate into East Germany after the Berlin Wall’s construction, the 
futility of trying to cut off all Western media may have played a role in the SED’s decision to 
allow the Indianerfilme to be made. In order to have some level of control over the films that 
their citizens actually wanted to see, the SED had to adopt elements of Western media that 
attracted viewers in the first place, such as action, adventure, and exoticism. 
 For a few years after 1961 while the SED felt secure behind the wall, the censorship at 
DEFA was loosened, and the directors enjoyed more freedom than they had been allowed since 
the SED had taken control of DEFA. This freedom was short-lived. In 1965 the studio came 
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under a direct assault from SED leadership. The SED, and in particular the party head, Walter 
Ulbricht, turned economic setbacks into an excuse to subject DEFA to increased scrutiny. The 
tightening of control occurred after the 11th Plenum of the SED in 1965. This heightened level of 
discipline immediately preceded the release of the Indianerfilme and continued for the duration 
of the series. 
 In 1965 the SED faced mounting pressure from East German citizens due to its 
worsening economic situation. The party leadership used the forum at the 11th Plenum to focus 
the public’s attention on allegedly deleterious themes in film as a distraction from the state’s 
financial issues. Erich Honecker, the future leader of the SED, proclaimed that recent “films, 
with their open airing of social and political problems, were harmful to socialism” (Brockmann 
433). The economic issues were conveniently ignored in favor of demonizing DEFA. 
 Beginning in 1950, the SED followed Five Year Plans modeled after the Soviet system of 
government mandated economic control to coordinate the development of the East German 
economy. In the 1960s this model was abandoned by Walter Ulbricht, who had led the SED since 
1950.  In 1963 Ulbricht instituted the New Economic System (Neues Ökonomisches System), or 
NES. As with the adoption of the Five Year Plans, the NES was inspired by similar reforms 
recently spearheaded in the Soviet Union (Kopstein 11). Ulbricht, facing pressure from within 
the SED, intended for the new economic policy to combat the Republikflucht that had already 
prompted the building of the Berlin Wall in 1961. Unfortunately for Ulbricht, these reforms 
quickly proved to be ineffective at placating the East German workers that had become 
increasingly disillusioned with the socialists’ repeated promises of an eventual utopia (Kopstein 
11). In effect, the SED had prioritized industrialization instead of consumer products at the 
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behest of their sponsors in the USSR, and in order to divert East Germans’ attention away from 
the state’s economic difficulties the SED used the 11th Plenum as a platform to excoriate their 
newest scapegoat, DEFA.  
 The political grandstanding, at DEFA’s expense, at the 11th Plenum was “an East German 
response to the fall of Nikita Khrushchev in the Soviet Union” in October 1964, and it 
represented a turning point in East German culture. (Brockmann 433). The transition of power in 
the Soviet Union had raised the possibility for a similar transition in East Germany. The second 
in command at the SED, Erich Honecker, was quick to use the 11th Plenum to attach Ulbricht’s 
name to both the failure of the New Economic System and the films that became the focus of the 
Plenum in an attempt to supplant Ulbricht’s position (Brockmann 433). 
 The power struggle within the SED was conducted during the Plenum since it “enabled 
the party to preserve an outward semblance of unity while in reality engaging in infighting and 
intrigue” (Brockmann 434). Although Honecker was unable to oust Ulbricht until 1971, his 
criticism of the DEFA’s films caused severe consequences for the film industry. Following the 
Plenum, DEFA shelved twelve films, which represented an entire year’s worth of production. 
Several directors’ careers were crippled, including Kurt Maetzig, who had played an integral role 
in the formation of DEFA. Following the Plenum, “subsequent production [at DEFA] consisted 
mainly of a reaction to the suppression” that the SED enforced going forward (Broe 31). The 
Plenum was followed by a period during which films were “more conventional and more 
conservative both politically and aesthetically” (Brockmann 434). In a broad sense, the Plenum 
represents the beginning of a “cultural crackdown” within DEFA and the SED (“Artifact of 
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Resistance” 6). These conditions resulted in the Indianerfilme’s rigid interpretation of Marxist-
Leninism, since DEFA was forced into an ideological straitjacket. 
 The criticism and censorship at the Plenum “hastened artists’ disillusionment and the 
development of an alternative sense of what it meant to belong to their society, one less 
dependent on history’s progressive fulfillment,” significantly eroding their belief in the SED’s 
promised utopia (Feinstein 229). During Ulbricht’s closing speech at the Plenum, he emphasized 
the alleged damage that DEFA had done to East Germany by claiming that “DEFA cinema had 
mutated into an oppositional practice used by adversaries of the state” (Heiduschke 16). These 
political machinations ultimately resulted in the production of the Indianerfilme, since  Kurt 
Maetzig was replaced as head of the production group Roter Kreis by Hans Mahlich (“Artifact of 
Resistance” 6). Mahlich had been working on a TV adaptation of Die Söhne der grossen Bärin, 
which would now be formatted for film to become the first of the Indianerfilme. The Roter Kreis 
is responsible for the production of all but the last two Indianerfilme. 
 The development of the Indianerfilme occurred in the shadow of the 11th Plenum, which 
was the latest development in the SED’s history of censorship and control over DEFA. The 
severity of the Plenum and its impact on the directors at DEFA resulted in each of the films 
adhering strictly to a Marxist-Leninist interpretation of the American West, and thus reliably 
reflecting the SED’s policy objectives. These films represent the climax of 20 years of directed 
political propaganda against the United States, and each film hammers home the SED’s narrative 
about the evils of the United States’ capitalism, its connection to fascism, and its racist 
conclusions. With this background, it becomes possible to dissect the films, their themes and 
motifs, and their impact in East Germany and beyond. The next chapter in this study examines 
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the reasons behind the SED’s decision to allow DEFA to break with socialist realism in creating 
the Indianerfilme, which appeared less likely than ever in the aftermath of the 11th Plenum. 
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3. The Reasoning for Creating Films Based on Native Americans 
3.1 The Importance of Native Americans to German National Identity 
 In Germany, the extreme public interest regarding Native Americans dates back to the 
19th century, and the Indianerfilme allowed the SED to exploit this enthusiasm to further 
indoctrinate the East German public. By the middle of the 19th century, German aristocrats 
regularly traveled to the United States in order to see and study Native Americans. Many of these 
travelers viewed their trips as “a symbolic quest to test their own wild qualities through contact 
with the nature and natives of an untamed continent,” which provides an early example of the 
interest in the Native American’s Otherness that would be an important aspect of the 
Indianerfilme’s popularity (Liebersohn 133). The Germans who were most interested in Native 
Americans during this period saw them as kindred spirits who shared a recent experience of 
displacement, aristocratic Germans “by the recent wave of revolutions and political reforms, 
Native Americans by American Manifest Destiny” (Liebersohn 132).  
 These sentiments represented the first of many associations that German people felt with 
Native Americans as the German nation went through various stages of cohesion and division. 
Most of the focus in studies on the German-Native American relationship is on the German side, 
but it is interesting to note that in a 1999 trip to Germany a member of the Yurok tribe mirrored 
the sentiments referred to above, stating: “I felt that they, too, had in a sense lost their identity 
and communities to the tide of Western capitalist expansion” (Carlson 214). The connection that 
German travelers felt with Native Americans in the mid-to-late 19th century was soon 
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transformed into a phenomenon coined Indianthusiasm. The term “Indianthusiasm” refers to a 
“socially constructed nationalist myth” invoked by early German nationalists to tap into the same 
enthusiasm for Native Americans that prompted the Indianerfilme’s production (Lutz 168). These 
nationalists used the image of Native Americans as a representation of Germanic tribes in their 
efforts to invoke nationalist passions in 19th century Germanic peoples. During the foundation of 
the German nation, nationalists capitalized on the “zenith of Indianthusiasm owing to novels, 
shows, and exhibitions” which was “paralleled by the rise of nationalism” (Fellow Tribesmen 
23). Native Americans clearly occupied the German public’s interest and imagination, and the 
role that they played in German nationalism is another reason that the SED found it expedient to 
repurpose their image in their own pursuit of constructing a national identity. 
 In the 19th century, nationalists confronted the same problem that the SED would face 
over a hundred years later: the lack of a distinct German identity. In the 19th century, the 
proponents for a German nation were forced to “reach far back into the past and rediscover the 
Germanic tribes as sources of Germanness,” because they needed a common reference point that 
would apply to as many of the disparate and loosely organized Germanic states and principalities 
as possible (Usbeck, Tribal Ancestors 58). From this starting point, early nationalists painted 
Native Americans as “fellow tribesmen,” since they shared the common experience of resisting 
subjugation, with the Germanic tribes resisting Rome and Native Americans resisting the United 
States. (Murray 318). As circumstances in Germany evolved over time, the way that Germans 
conceived of their relationship to Native Americans shifted to accommodate contemporaneous 
political and social realities. 
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 As the 20th century began, Germans started to conceptualize Native Americans as 
“colonial victims,” which enabled “Germans to ignore their own colonial role in Africa,” in an 
early instance of Germans using Native Americans for moral absolution (Murray 318). However, 
an alternate perspective posits that the interest in Native Americans at this time also reflected 
“colonial desire and escapist fantasies,” which is also a relevant perspective for contextualizing 
the interest in Indianerfilme (Lutz 172). This reading suggests that interest in Native Americans 
indicated Germans’ colonial ambitions instead of their colonizer’s guilt. The juxtaposition of 
Germans using the image of Native Americans as both an outlet for colonial desire and as a 
vindication for the guilt that accompanied colonialism is an excellent example of the shifting role 
that images of Native American played as “ever-adapting foils for German perceptions of self 
and other” (Fellow Tribesmen 22).  
 Before these images would be coopted by the SED, they were repurposed again by the 
National Socialists in the 1930s and 1940s for their own nation-building exercise. Although the 
next section will examine this relationship more closely, it is important to point out that the Nazis 
made an exception in their racial ideology for Native Americans that results in close similarities 
to the SED’s interpretation of Native Americans. Native Americans were a non-Aryan race that 
had been in steady decline for centuries, which the Nazis would have normally interpreted as 
racial inferiority. Therefore, the Nazi’s inclination for using Native American images and 
symbols required that they interpret Native Americans as suffering from “degeneration caused by 
contact with western civilization and the destruction of their way of life, which chimed with anti-
American sentiments” (Murray 319). This perspective foreshadows the SED’s own narrative of 
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Native American history, in yet another example of the avowedly antifascist party borrowing 
extensively from the Nazis.  
 The “mass cultural phenomenon” generated by Native Americans continued after East 
Germany’s formation, with state sanctioned Indianist clubs providing a channel for expressing 
unity with Native Americans (Fellow Tribesmen 22). East Germans "were encouraged by the 
socialist state to develop an understanding of solidarity with Indians as emblems of anti-
imperialist oppression and resistance” by joining Indianist clubs (Sieg 218). Since the SED was 
“attempting to repeat a key aspect of nineteenth century nation-building” by creating a common 
culture, these clubs and the anti-American bias that they spread were natural extensions of this 
objective (Feinstein 5). The clubs were ideal avenues for expressing the SED’s “Cold War 
solidarity with Native Americans as early opponents of US imperialism,” in the latest iteration of 
repurposing the image of the Native American in service of the German state (Byg 30).  
 As this section illustrates, the SED was hardly the first group in Germany to use 
Indianthusiasm in service of a nation-building project. For post-war East Germans, identifying 
with Native Americans was an easy step, since both peoples had experienced “the pain of 
partition, and the loss of nationhood” (Dika 1). The Indianerfilme became DEFA’s most 
successful films in no small part thanks to their capacity to “tap into broadly held notions of 
national identity, firmly appropriating the ‘other,' i.e., the North American Indian” in the SED’s 
project to forge a national identity (Gemünden 30). It is likely that DEFA would have produced 
films that built upon Indianthusiasm prior to the Indianerfilme if not for the constrictions of the 
socialist realism genre, but Indianthusiasm alone was not sufficient to overcome the stigma 
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against abandoning socialist realism. In order for the SED to allow DEFA to stray from this 
doctrine, it would take a catalyst outside of East Germany that required a radical response. 
  
3.2 Formulating an East German Response to Karl May 
 The Indianerfilme were the SED’s reaction to the “Karl May Problem” (“Artifact of 
Resistance” 5). This “problem” refers to the SED’s dilemma that East Germans could not “get 
enough of the popular good-vs.-evil American Indian fiction of 19th century low-brow author 
Karl May” (“Artifact of Resistance” 5). Riding on the wave of Indianthusiasm in Germany in the 
20th century, Karl May became one of the most popular authors in Germany thanks to his stories 
about fictitious Native American adventures in the American West. During the 20th century, the 
stories that May wrote were “translated into 30 languages and sold 200 million copies” (Stork 
66). The popularity of May’s works have made his stories the second most translated German 
writings after Luther’s Bible, but the SED and DEFA intentionally avoided popularizing May’s 
works (Krinsky 53). The German public’s fascination with Native Americans transcended the 
imposition of the East-West divide following World War II; however, it was West Germany that 
first tapped into the Indianthusiasm that had been forgotten by the film industry in both East and 
West Germany since the end of the war. 
 The SED’s opposition to May stemmed from his conspicuous popularity among 
prominent Nazis, including Adolf Hitler, and the belief that his works had played a role in 
inspiring the “blood and soil” ideology that motivated and inspired the Nazis (Gemünden 30). 
Hitler was so enthralled by May’s stories and characters that May has been described as the 
“Cowboy Mentor of the Führer,” resulting in an insurmountable optics problem for anyone in the 
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SED considering endorsing May’s works (Frayling 105). In addition to May’s importance to 
Hitler, both “Goebbels and Göring had been enthusiastic readers of May” (Birgel 39). The Nazis 
selectively picked roughly one-third of May’s works to “be canonized based on those that could 
be ideologically appropriated,” and these were subsequently incorporated into many Nazi lessons 
and beliefs (Birgel 39). During the 1930s and 1940s, the Nazis manipulated the interest in Native 
Americans to support their objectives. It was common for Nazi leaders and teachers to use May’s 
stories as examples “to teach young readers such Nazi ideals as the cult of the Führer, racial 
theory, and military fitness” (Birgel 39). It was impossible for the SED to overlook the 
association between Karl May and the Nazis, and the party dismissed May’s works in accordance 
with their antifascist ideology.  
 Since a central function of the East German state was the disassociation of East Germany 
from the Nazi regime, the SED relied on its opposition to fascism, and therefore May, as a claim 
to legitimacy. May’s works were not outright banned, and officially they were “neither forbidden 
nor permitted,” but instead they were quietly discouraged in an apparent attempt to avoid dealing 
with the issue at all (Birgel 39). East German philosopher Edwin Hoernle further clarified the 
reason for the SED’s disavowal of May by stating that “May’s books represent imperialist 
thinking, celebrate dominance of white race and the victory of the ‘civilized man’ over the 
‘savage’” (Hoernle 234). These themes in May’s works directly clash with the racially equal, or 
at least racially neutral, society that the SED worked to sustain in line with the Marxist-Leninist 
theory of racial harmony. 
 Although May’s association with Hitler and the Nazis in itself would have been sufficient 
for the SED to reject his influences in their continuous drive to distance East Germany from Nazi 
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Germany, opposing May’s version of the American West also served the dual purpose of further 
solidifying the cultural divide between East Germany and West Germany. Since May’s works 
had been adapted into films in West Germany beginning in 1962, the SED was further motivated 
to deny any association with May’s works as part of their continued opposition to Western 
cultural products, instead heralding the Indianerfilme as being historically authentic.  
 The first West German adaptation of Karl May into film occurred in 1962, with Der 
Schatz im Silbersee. Due to the previous failure of an adaptation of one of Karl May’s few Asian 
stories, the producers believed that the film was an “enormous financial gamble” (Stork 68). 
Their expectations proved to be unfounded, because the film’s overnight success “transformed 
May’s mythology into a modern pop-culture phenomenon driven by commercial synergy,” and 
West Germany capitalized on the genre’s popularity by producing a series of toys and other 
products (Stork 69). This film and the following adaptations of May’s works, such as Winnetou, 
soon “broke box-office records throughout Europe” (“Artifact of Resistance” 5). The popularity 
of these adaptations caused a particular problem for the SED, as it brought Karl May to the 
forefront of popular discourse. East Germans who had previously been content to read smuggled 
copies of May’s stories in private now “traveled down to Prague in the early 1960s to catch the 
latest of the Winnetou westerns” (“Artifact of Resistance” 5). Karl May’s escape from novels 
into movie theaters and his popularity in East Germany raised the possibility of the SED’s 
careful work in censoring imperialist and escapist themes from being undone on a grand scale.  
 Recognizing that attempting to suppress the public’s interest in the West German 
adaptations of the Karl May Native American stories would most likely backfire and result in 
even greater interest, the SED responded by producing their own Westerns imbued with a heavy 
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dose of Marxist-Leninist ideology. The reactionary nature of the East German government is 
again on display here, since the decision to make the Indianerfilme was clearly “made in 
response to the success of Harald Reinl's Karl May adaptations produced in West 
Germany” (Gemünden 26). In their insistence upon setting themselves apart from the May 
adaptations and other Westerns, DEFA, and by extension the SED, showed that they were more 
interested in opposing the West rather than creating anything novel or new. Far from being an 
ambitious display of unique East German identity, these films reveal that East Germany 
thoroughly relied on being contradictory and reactionary. DEFA was forced to try to differentiate 
the Indianerfilme from May’s stories in order to oppose West Germany’s adaptations. The 
producers of the Indianerfilme openly admitted that they “knew full well that we had to set 
ourselves apart from the capitalist movies of the same genre,” referring to both Hollywood and 
West German Westerns (Gemünden 26). 
 Even though DEFA faced a considerable challenge in “renew[ing] the representation of 
the problems of the Indians after Karl May and other bourgeois affected generations with their 
creations,” creating Westerns independent of May’s influences remained a crucial objective for 
directors of the Indianerfilme (Novotny 10). However, by waiting to address the May problem 
until the West German films made him immensely more popular, the SED trapped itself in a 
corner where the only option appeared to be breaking from the socialist realism genre and 
adapting the Western genre to fit their politics.  
 The irony of the Indianerfilme being created to oppose the May adaptations lies in the 
reality that the Indianerfilme “necessarily resemble more the Karl May content they supposedly 
oppose” than other films in the Western genre (“Artifact of Resistance” 5). The similarities 
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between the May adaptations and the Indianerfilme begin with the fact that they often shared 
“the same Yugoslav locations, sets, and extras” (Gemünden 26). Most peculiar in Indianerfilme’s 
cast of characters is that the series’ undisputed star, Gojko Mitić, actually played roles in the 
West German Westerns before going to work for DEFA (Gemünden 34). Also, despite making 
Native Americans the heroes in the Indianerfilme, the movies “perpetuated romanticized 
stereotypes of Native Americans as ‘noble savages,’ popularized by May” (Michaels 1). This 
stereotype is used in all of the Indianerfilme, and the Native Americans in the films closely 
resemble those in the West german adaptations as simply another “iteration of the ‘noble 
savage’” (“The Red and the Black” 64). 
 The similarities continue in the plots of the films as well, since “as in May, we find in the 
Indianerfilme the search for homogeneous communities and peaceful coexistence of Indians and 
whites” (Gemünden 31). The clearly delineated Manichean struggle between good and evil is 
also a staple of both the Indianerfilme and the May adaptations, and despite the reversal of 
heroes in the Indianerfilme, “as in May, the Native Americans are . . . rallying against American 
materialism and greed” (Gemünden 30). In addition to these points, although DEFA attempted to 
avoid directly adapting May’s stories, the Indianerfilme are influenced by the writer who inspired 
May. For instance, the plot and title of Chingachgook are based on James Fenimore Cooper’s 
works, which are also the “most recognizable influence on May’s western novels” (Schneider 
53). By the last of the Indianerfilme, Blutsbrüder, the plot “borrows freely from May’s 
Winnetou,” particularly in the film’s name itself, which refers to the blood brotherhood that 
May’s Winnetou and his partner share (Birgel 42). These similarities and shared influences 
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underscore the way that the Indianerfilme contradict the SED’s stated objective of being 
independent from West Germany and Karl May.  
 This chapter has shown that the reasoning behind the creation of the Indianerfilme is 
drawn from the continuous German enthusiasm for Native Americans, which has been a 
compelling cultural sensation in Germany since the 19th century. While the films were 
indubitably a response to the resurgence of interest in Karl May and the West German 
adaptations, the Indianerfilme also prove that DEFA adroitly repurposed German Indianthusiasm 
in order to promote the SED’s doctrine and crystallize East Germany’s national identity. The 
films may not have been entirely original, in that they borrowed heavily from May and 
Hollywood, but the repurposing of the Western genre to fit the Marxist-Leninist narrative 
represents a significant transition away from socialist realism at a time when DEFA was under 
intense pressure by the SED. These films would go on to be the most successful DEFA 
productions in the studio’s history, and they reveal many insights about the way that East 
Germany handled race, gender, the legacy of National Socialism, national identity, and 
international relations. 
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4. Analyzing the Themes, Tropes, and Actors in the Indianerfilme 
4.1 The Indianerfilme’s Similarities with American Westerns 
 Even though the SED adamantly opposed the United States’ influence and cultural 
products, in order to create a Western film, DEFA was forced use many elements from 
Hollywood Westerns. The genre had always been “eyed suspiciously in DEFA due to its 
proximity to Hollywood cinema and its lack of either socialist realism or political didacticism,” 
and while the films were partially able to overcome the genre’s shortcomings through generous 
use of Marxist-Leninist ideology, they still share many similarities with American Westerns 
(Berghahn 39). Examining these similarities results in a better understanding of the elements that 
are integral to the Western genre, since DEFA would have been keen to strip any nonessential 
elements away in order to maintain distance between the Indianerfilme and Hollywood and West 
German Westerns. 
 The most obvious similarity between Hollywood Westerns and the Indianerfilme is the 
subject matter itself. The Indianerfilme are all based on the exploits and conflicts of Native 
Americans in the United States during the 19th and 20th Centuries. The films follow a variety of 
Native American tribes, and most of the films take place in the Western United States. The 
exceptions to this rule can be seen in Osceola and Chingachgook, which depict the Seminoles in 
Florida and the Mohicans, Hurons, and Delawares in the Northeast, respectively. These tribes 
and the others represented in the Indianerfilme, including the Apache, Dakotas, Cheyenne, Nez 
Percé, and Shoshone, are all commonly seen in Hollywood Westerns. Along with the tribes 
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within the Indianerfilme, the time period which they are based upon is also the period of time 
that Hollywood Westerns depict. 
 Plot lines and themes in the Indianerfilme and Hollywood Westerns follow the same 
broad outline, even though the heroes and villains are flipped. In fact, the clear delineation 
between the heroes and villains is one of the themes that both sets of films utilize. The 
overarching plots that define the Western genre and drive the action in the films have been 
outlined by prominent author and screenwriter Frank Gruber as falling into one or more of the 
following categories: Union Pacific story, Ranch story, Empire Building story, Revenge story, 
Calvary and Indian story, Outlaw story, and Marshal story (Cawelti 19). All of the Indianerfilme 
fall into at least one of these categories, and they all include the type of high-paced action that 
Hollywood Westerns made famous, including shootouts, calvary charges, horse chases, and 
ambushes. 
 For example, Apachen most closely follows the “Revenge” and “Cavalry and Indians” 
storylines. The entire premise of the film revolves around the revenge that the Apache warrior 
Ulzana, played by Gojko Mitić, seeks (G. Kolditz, Apachen). At one point, Mitić’s character 
even alludes to this when he claims that “die Rachte der Apachen its wie der Weg der Sonne,” 
implying that the Apaches cannot be stopped from getting their revenge (Apachen). Despite the 
obvious inversion of this trope, as it is the Apaches who were wronged instead of white settlers 
or soldiers as in most Westerns, the basic premise remains the same, and the action of the film is 
predicated upon the desire for revenge. Also, the film incorporates both “cavalry” and “Indians” 
throughout the film, as all of the main characters aside from the Mexican villagers and 
businessmen - who are also common characters in Hollywood Westerns - fall into one of these 
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categories (Apachen). The main American character, Johnson, and his band are not the 
representative American cavalry regiment that most Americans would be familiar with, but they 
are mounted soldiers nonetheless. A closer example to the Hollywood version of American 
calvary can be seen in Spur des Falken, when an entire regiment of calvary rides out of the forest 
in time to save the embattled Americans from being overrun by the Dakotas (G. Kolditz, Spur 
des Falken). 
 Another recognizable connection between the Indianerfilme and Hollywood Westerns is 
the camerawork that the Indianerfilme employ. In the opening scenes of Apachen, the camera 
pans across wide vistas of open space to recreate imagery that would not be out of place in Shane 
or The Good, the Bad and the Ugly (Leone; Stevens). In fact, the opening credits of Apachen are 
overlain across these scenic panoramic shots in the exact same way that they are in Shane 
(Stevens). The landscape is certainly not the American West, as the desert shots in Apachen were 
filmed in Yugoslavia, but the landscapes are passably alike when filmed from such similar 
angles. The Apachen sets go so far as to include cutouts of Saguaro cacti to recreate scenery in 
the actual American West, and the Apaches describe their first encounter with Johnson’s party as 
having taken place “out by the cacti” in case viewers happen to miss the cutouts, which can be 
seen in Figure 1 (Apachen).  
 Most of the Indianerfilme include traditional Western settings, including conversations 
around campfires, Western saloons, and action scenes in the desert. The set built for Spur des 
Falken includes an entire Western town and an impressive train that carries the Americans across 
the countryside, shown in Figure 2.  
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 Figure 1: Desert scenery in Apachen, including cacti cutouts 
 
Figure 2: Train set in Spur des Falken 
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 Many of the scenes take place inside the train or in the town’s saloon, including a fully 
dramatized bar fight followed which is followed by everyone in the room dancing to an 
improvised musical performance (Spur des Falken). To most viewers these sets would be 
relatively indistinguishable from the sets used in Hollywood Westerns. 
 The soundtrack of the Indianerfilme is also analogous to Hollywood Westerns, giving the 
movies a familiar feel that Western audiences would immediately recognize. In the opening 
scenes of Chingachgook the viewer can hear a “brass-laden symphony blaring a Max Steiner-
esque Romantic melody” which then changes to “a gentle flute memory” that accompanies the 
images on the screen (Torner, “Narrating the Postcolonial” 241). The musical score of Apachen 
begins with a decidedly Hollywood Western melody as the Apaches ride across the open vistas, 
reflecting a repeated pattern throughout the Indianerfilme in which “music functions as an 
intermediate reference to earlier Hollywood Westerns” (“Narrating the Postcolonial” 243). 
 It is interesting that the producers at DEFA apparently felt that it was necessary to adhere 
to these conventions in order to give the films a more genuine feel, since it reveals their 
anticipation that East German audiences expected these sounds and images as a prerequisite for 
accepting the films as Westerns. This fact reveals the extent to which East Germans were 
exposed to Western media despite the state’s attempts at censorship. In general the Indianerfilme 
are successful in their “cinematic implementation of Western genre tropes - the daring horse 
rescue, the dying squaw, [and] the final fight amidst the cliffs and boulders" (Engelke and Kopp 
9). Combined, all of these familiar scenes and themes “leave the genre’s semantics mostly intact” 
(Fisher 180). By carrying over these aspects from Hollywood Westerns, DEFA was able to 
recreate the genre and then repurpose it to serve the SED’s Marxist-Leninist ideology. It also 
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benefitted DEFA to keep the action and excitement of the Hollywood Western, since the better 
their replications, “the easier its emotional resonance could be applied to other - often quite 
different - situations including, in particular, postcolonial conflicts” (“Narrating the Postcolonial” 
239). Once the popular Western foundation of the Indianerfilme was established, DEFA was free 
to use the films to achieve the state’s political objectives.  
4.2 Fitting the Indianerfilme to the SED’s Narrative 
 Producing Western genre films presented an opportunity for East Germany to capitalize 
on the longstanding German interest in Native Americans, thus promoting the state’s political 
position to the widest audience possible. The Indianerfilme provided the SED with a popular 
platform to “articulate an outspoken critique of the colonialism and racism that fueled the 
westward expansion of the United States” to audiences at home and abroad (Gemünden 26). 
Although the films strayed from the socialist realism paradigm, inverting the Hollywood Western 
narrative served the party’s agenda. This paradox is reflected in a statement that Erich Honecker 
made at the 11th Plenum. 
 During the Plenum, Honecker pronounced “es gibt keine Tabus,” referring to East 
German cinema (Emmerich 247). The Indianerfilme are a noteworthy example of the irony that 
arises from this statement when it is not considered in its full form. On the surface these films 
adhere to his declaration, since the Indianerfilme exposed East German audiences to exotic 
locations and controversial themes such as race and the Holocaust, which traditionally had been 
taboo in East Germany. However, upon closer review, the film also represents the superficial 
nature of this shortened statement.  
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 This superficiality lies in the Indianerfilme’s inversions of some of the most important 
aspects of Hollywood Westerns and Westerns from other European countries, in order to conform 
the the Marxist-Leninist agenda espoused by the SED. These inversions in the Indianerfilme, 
which were crucial to the films’ approval, would lay bare the dichotomy between the SED’s 
professed position of openness and the party’s true intention of remaining faithful to the Marxist-
Leninist historical narrative, except for the fact that the Indianerfilme conform precisely to 
Honecker’s complete declaration. In full, Honecker said: “Wenn man von der festen Position des 
Sozialismus ausgeht, kann es meines Erachtens auf dem Gebiet von Kunst und Literatur keine 
Tabus geben" (Emmerich 247). The first and arguably most crucial part of Honecker’s statement 
necessitates that all films have a firm basis in socialist ideology, which the Indianerfilme 
undoubtedly achieve. By transporting viewers to a version of the American West that is based 
entirely on a Marxist-Leninist reinterpretation of the Western genre, the films retain a firm 
foundation built on the party’s dogma.  
 To analyze the intended messaging in the films, it is useful to consider the intentional 
historical basis for their plots and DEFA’s concerted effort to make the films realistic. According 
to the directors at DEFA, one of the most important concerns when creating the Indianerfilme 
was the commitment to recreating historical events that had a basis in reality, along with  
“ethnographic authenticity and the depiction of social realities” (“Narrating the Postcolonial” 
238). Critics in East Germany commonly “waxed poetic about the ‘realistic’” qualities of the 
films to bring even more attention to the films’ intended realism (“Artifact of Resistance” 10). 
This historical basis is especially important for the Indianerfilme since they represent a break 
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from the socialist realism genre, and so DEFA attempted “to present authentic and ideologically 
correct portraits of Native Americans” (Michaels 8).  
 The directors were careful to recreate actual events in order to maintain some semblance 
of realism, as explained by Roter Kreis chief dramaturge, Günter Karl, in a 1971 interview: “we 
had to assume a historic-materialist perspective of history, and make the focus on the historical 
truth the guiding theoretical principle” (Habel 77). Repurposing verifiable historical events 
serves the dual purposes of making the Indianerfilme a more effective criticism of the United 
States, since DEFA was able to dramatize true events that reflect poorly on the United States, and 
placating any concerns that the genre would be too “sensationalist and escapist” to be 
advantageous ideologically (Gemünden 26). 
 To best understand the ways in which DEFA utilized the Indianerfilme to subvert the 
ideology of the West, Karl May, and the Westerns that preceded them, it is important to consider 
the historical basis for films such as Apachen. In the case of Apachen, the historical event that 
the film is based upon is the 1837 Johnson Massacre. Although Rex Strickland, a scholar of the 
American Southwest skeptical of the extent of the massacre, argues that the Johnson Massacre is 
“grotesquely exaggerated” in popular media, even he concedes that John Johnson most likely 
offered a group of Apaches a gift of flour and subsequently ambushed them with field artillery 
(Strickland 271). This ambush is the defining scene in the film, and it sets the stage for all of the 
action that follows, including Ulzana’s desire for revenge (Apachen). 
 This scene reflects an oft-overlooked aspect of the United States’ expansion, during 
which armed groups of Americans carried out attacks against various groups and peoples across 
the continent. The guiding principle of Manifest Destiny is often represented in American history 
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as a glorious period of development, but it gave rise to innumerable events in the same vein as 
the Johnson Massacre. In the same way that Hollywood Westerns “propagated the notion of 
America’s manifest destiny” in romantic terms, the Indianerfilme “were designed to convince 
audiences of the truth of Marxist eschatology, the inevitable downfall of capitalism and the dawn 
of a new era” (Feinstein 11). 
 The beginning of Apachen, in no uncertain terms, depicts the Americans as rapacious 
invaders who see the Apaches as an obstacle between themselves and the lucrative silver mines 
that they came to take from the local Mexicans. Even so, far from lamenting the imminent 
conflict with the Apaches, Johnson and his companions see it as another potential source of 
income, since once they kill the Apaches they can exchange their scalps for gold, further 
associating capitalism with cold-hearted killing and the sort of genocidal intent that the SED 
hoped to associate with the United States (Apachen). The association between Americans and 
greed is common in the Indianerfilme, as seen in the first scene of Spur des Falken when a pair 
of Americans panning for gold joyfully break into a greatly exaggerated dance upon finding a 
small nugget.  
 Although in Apachen Johnson is a caricature of American greed and aggression, the 
freedom for DEFA to highlight this darker side of American expansion is indicative of a limited 
scope of possibilities that DEFA directors enjoyed that their counterparts in Hollywood did not, 
namely a critical examination of 19th century American expansion and its implications for Native 
Americans. One of the first scenes in which Johnson appears shows him laughing the face of 
Santa Anita’s mayor when the mayor says that Johnson is on Mexican land, in a clear depiction 
of the United States’ disregard for other countries’ sovereignty that was a common complaint 
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throughout the Eastern Bloc in the 1960s (Apachen). The depiction of American disregard for 
other people is repeated in Spur des Falken when the main American villain, Bludgeon, coolly 
suggests killing all of the buffalo to starve the Dakotas and then take their land.  
 It is also common for the Indianerfilme to show American men as lustful and depraved. 
This theme follows from the accusations against Western media as leading to the denigration of 
gender standards in East Germany. A clear representation of the type of aggressive sexual 
behavior that the Indianerfilme associate with American men is shown is Figure 3, in which 
Bludgeon is assaulting a woman who is only able to escape from him by managing to grab a gun. 
The implication of what would have happened if she had not been able to find the gun is clear. 
 The Indianerfilme also emphasize the impact of the Americans’ actions by focusing on 
the bloodshed after their attacks. When Johnson ambushes the unsuspecting Apache, the camera 
focuses in on the aftermath of the slaughter, showing the Americans going from body to body 
and methodically scalping each one in turn (Apachen). During this scene Johnson glibly remarks 
that the scalps from the women and children do not carry as high a reward as those taken from 
the men, in yet another indictment of capitalism (Apachen). Likewise, after Bludgeon’s 
suggestion of killing the buffalo, viewers are shown an intimate shot of a field covered with 
buzzards picking apart dead buffalo, bringing to life the carnage involved in a strategy that the 
United States actually employed during its expansion (Spur des Falken). None of the myriad 
Western films produced in Hollywood portray Americans in such stark terms, and none of them 
paint Americans as “one-dimensional capitalist villains” like the Indianerfilme are able to do 
over and over again (Torner, “The Red and the Black” 77). 
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 Figure 3: Bludgeon’s sexual assault in Spur des Falken 
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 Scalping is a mainstay of Hollywood Westerns, but it is always shown as a heinous crime 
committed by Native Americans. The purely transactional approach to killing that Apachen 
associates with the Americans is a clear critique on the capitalist economic system, and by 
showing the Americans killing for profit, the film continues to show the SED’s assertion that 
capitalism leads to war. Apachen takes its inspiration for this scene from the 1835 and 1837 
bounties on Apache scalps initiated by Sonora and Chihuahua, respectively; however these 
bounties “attracted a diverse group of men, including Anglos . . . and Indians” (Worcester 93). 
The fixation in Apachen on the Americans being the sole perpetrators ignores the likelihood that 
Johnson’s group included men of various nationalities as well as Mexican soldiers (Strickland 
272). This simplification represents a central political message of the entire series: the Americans 
are aggressive imperialists driven by greed. 
 The Indianerfilme also regularly incorporate the US Army into the films. Apachen 
includes short scenes that seem to exist solely to invert the standard depiction of the Army that 
usually appears in Westerns. Instead of appearing on the horizon to save the Americans from 
bloodthirsty Native Americans, in Apachen Johnson’s plea for help is dismissed by the Army 
officers in favor of continuing on to assault Mexico City. This scene doubly indicts the army, as 
being both disloyal to their own people and imperialists. The US calvary, which “is always 
shown as an instrument of government oppression that protects the capitalists and hunts down 
and murders” Native Americans, appears in the beginning of Blutsbrüder and rides down women 
and children (Michaels 5). Likewise, in Osceola, the only time that the army engages the 
Seminoles is to protect the capitalists’ property. This film, like the rest of the Indianerfilme, 
“emphasizes the relationship of military violence in the service of capitalist interests” (“The Red 
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and the Black” 77). It is common for the films to focus on the lengths that American 
businessmen will go to in order to make money, and then show the military as being there to 
support them once they find themselves under attack from the indigenous people. 
  During the films the Americans are continuously depicted as aggressors and invaders, 
determined solely to expand into new territory, regardless of how many people they need to kill 
in order to take it. A mainstay of the Indianerfilme is the “depiction of terrorism as practiced by 
the whites against Native Americans” and “the methodical, systematic way this slaughter is 
accomplished and its ‘rational’ motive as part of increased productivity and profit” (Broe 40). 
 This theme conforms perfectly to the SED’s perception of the Americans as imperialists, 
and serves to further indoctrinate the East German public of this narrative by showing the 
historical basis for these claims. The same themes are repeated again and again, because “DEFA 
heads believed repetition of same basic themes would be pedagogically effective” (Birgel 140).  
 By including the US Army in Apachen and having the officers freely admit that their sole 
goal is to conquer Mexico, the film successfully supports the SED’s goal of demonizing the 
United States’ reliance on its military for gaining territory. The films also regularly disparage the 
military by showing the officers drinking alcohol and smoking, as shown in Figure 4. By placing 
the spotlight on these immoral activities, the films are able to conveniently malign both the 
policies of the United States and the character of those who carry out these policies. To viewers 
in East Germany, the repeated references to the US military’s expansionist tendency would draw 
a clear parallel to the Nazi’s quest for lebensraum, further supporting the SED’s characterization 
of capitalism in the United States as a precursor to fascism. 
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 Figure 4: US soldiers drinking liquor in Apachen  
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 In effect, the Indianerfilme are a naked attempt to force attention away from Germany’s 
recent transgressions by directing blame onto the United States. The films’ repetitions of the twin 
mantras that capitalism leads to fascism and that the United States is guilty of genocide reflects 
the SED’s goal of distancing itself from the National Socialists and Germany’s imperial legacy. 
By portraying the United States as a genocidal imperialist aggressor, the Indianerfilme draw 
attention away from Germany’s own imperial ambitions, which had resulted in the first genocide 
of the 20th century, the extermination of the Herero people in modern-day Namibia with methods 
that would later be used by the Nazis (Dyck 153). In several films, such as Die Söhne der 
großen, Native Americans are forced out of their ancestral homes by the US military. The Native 
Americans’ grief from the unjust treatment was depicted intentionally in these scenes, which 
became  “visually evocative of the Allied-enforced mass expulsion of almost 12 million ethnic 
Germans from various European territories after World War II” (Dika 2). These scenes further 
reinforced the SED claim that East Germany was founded by Nazi Germany’s survivors rather 
than its perpetrators. 
 By using Westerns, DEFA was also able to forcefully invert a genre that has been 
described as “quintessentially” American and use it to disparage Americans and the United States 
as a whole (Bazin 151). This genre, which during the first half of the 20th century had been used 
to celebrate and popularize the “heroic age in America” was now used to bring some of the 
United States’ most egregious crimes to light in an extremely public and purposeful fashion 
(Frantz 9). Due to the important role that Westerns played in the American psyche and in 
Americans’ conceptions of United States history, the decision to subvert the genre and use it as a 
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form of weaponized information against the United States is even more effective than if DEFA 
had used another genre to spread the same sentiments and messages.  
 The Indianerfilme are consistent in their depiction of Americans and the US military, and 
over the course of the series, they accomplished the SED’s goal of popularizing East Germany’s 
anti-American narrative to a wide audience. To the films’ creators, this goal was so central to the 
films that some scholars have argued “any attempt to lend accuracy or authenticity to them was 
quite secondary” (Lischke and McNab 287). The Indianerfilme often had a basis in reality, which 
could be attributed to an attempt to inject the films with a hint of socialist realism and also to 
take advantage of the opportunity to undermine the United States by publicizing some of the 
actual crimes that were committed during this period.  
4.3 Grappling with Race in the Indianerfilme 
 Although the SED based its identity on its opposition to fascism, race remained a difficult 
topic to address in public forums in East Germany after the war. Following East Germany’s 
formation, most “East Germans reject[ed] the notion that German identities after 1945 were in 
any way racial” (Poiger 8). The refusal to acknowledge race led to a situation where “the term 
‘race’ became taboo . . . yet, even this denial shows how potent the issue of race and racial 
hierarchies remained in the postwar period” (Poiger 8). This sensitivity to race and racial 
hierarchies continued throughout East Germany’s existence. Despite the aversion to publicly 
discussing or even acknowledging race, the SED’s Marxist-Leninist dogma required admitting 
the uncomfortable truth that race existed, even if only because “Marxist-Leninist 
multiculturalism requires the singling out and differentiation of those who constitute its 
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multicultural aspect” (“The Red and the Black” 67). Therefore, even if the official policy of the 
SED remained neutral on the topic of race and racial hierarchies, it was impossible to deny their 
existence. The Indianerfilme reflect the complicated dynamics of race in East Germany, both in 
the plots of the films and the casts that act in them. 
 In all of the films, the Native Americans are represented by various Eastern Europeans 
wearing face paint and costumes in an obvious display of ethnic drag. Further complicating the 
racial issue, the films were “made for export among a diverse European populace, some of whom 
had performed the necessary ethnic drag during the shooting” (“The Red and the Black” 67). 
This process of ethnic drag reinforces the concept of Native Americans as the Other throughout 
the films, but deprives actual Native Americans the opportunity to represent themselves. Instead, 
the repeated ethnic drag “excludes the material bodies of cultural Others,” in this case Native 
Americans, and “appropriates” and “ventriloquizes their voices” in ways that preserve and 
encourage stereotypes about them (Sieg 86).  
 Even though the Indianerfilme made the Native Americans the heroes of the series, 
“merely reversing the stereotypes from red devil to noble savage” did not make the appropriation 
and stereotyping any more palatable to actual Native Americans (Gemünden 33). In fact, the 
recreation of sacred dances for entertainment in the Indianerfilme is “one of the main reasons 
why indigenous American tribes will not screen” the films (“Narrating the Postcolonial” 257). 
When the films were released, the emphasis on Mitić and the other Eastern Europeans made it 
readily apparent that the actors in the Indianerfilme were not actual Native Americans. Therefore, 
the only way to understand the films is to project the concept of Native Americans onto another 
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form, in this case, Eastern Europeans in ethnic drag. The difficulty of creating Westerns without 
being racist is a problem that DEFA could not, or would not, solve.  
 DEFA’s most prominent defense against accusations that the films slip into a racial 
hierarchy was the explicit and repetitive focus on the Americans in the films committing the 
racist acts. This theme was actually one of the main focuses of the Indianerfilme, because the 
SED intended for the films to link the United States’s policies to the Nazis’ and depict how the 
United States necessarily became racist as a result of being founded upon capitalism and 
imperialism. The logical conclusion to many of the plots in the Indianerfilme “posits capitalism 
as the impetus behind American racism” (“The Red and the Black” 69). In repeatedly showing 
that it is capitalism that leads to racism, the SED apparently hoped that its own socialist 
government would be absolved of responsibility for endorsing the racist scenes in the films. The 
focus on the Americans committing racist acts framed racism “as a specifically American 
historical dilemma, not a German one,” in a clear example of the films’ revisionist qualities 
(“The Red and the Black” 78). The repeated use of these racist tropes has been interpreted by 
Katrin Sieg as evidence for what she calls “Wiedergutmachungsphantasien,” or fantasies of 
atonement, whereby the creators of the Indianerfilme confused “racial tropes as symbols for 
cultural rapprochement” (Sieg 110). However, instead of bringing about reconciliation with 
Germans’ complicated history with racism, the films simply displace any guilt for this past onto 
Americans. 
 As the Indianerfilme progressed in identifying the United States with genocide and 
racism, the films became more direct in dealing with the topic of the Holocaust and the Nazi’s 
racist ideology. Linking these issues to the Americans seemed to convince DEFA that the films 
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could provide a safe forum for a public discourse on these issues, since the films were not 
depicting any Germans in any of the racist scenes. With the release of Blutsbrüder DEFA even 
included a booklet with the film that used the term “‘Ausrottungspolitik’ (extermination policies), 
a word fraught with meaning for a German audience after the Holocaust, to characterize 
American policies toward Native Americans” (Michaels 6). This insistent connection between 
Americans and racism essentially amounted to a distraction from the responsibility that DEFA 
and the SED had in creating the films, and for the East German audience it deflected guilt from 
the Holocaust onto the Americans on the screen. This deflection was a core tenet of the SED’s 
narrative, “since East German innocence regarding the horrors of Nazism was an agreed-upon 
fiction encouraged by the East German government (insisting as it did on Communist rather Nazi 
affiliation during WW II),” and the Indianerfilme superbly illustrate how the SED promoted this 
narrative to its citizens (Dika 3). 
 The ethnic drag that the films required also brought with it issues from the German’s past 
racism toward Eastern Europeans, in addition to the racism that accompanied appropriating 
Native Americans’ culture. Since Bulgarians and Yugoslavians normally played the Native 
Americans in the Indianerfilme, the films recreated an implicit racial hierarchy by casting them 
as a peoples that would eventually be exterminated. The films “indict the imperialist project and 
even mourn its violent outcome, yet legitimate it as the doomed struggle of primitive, natural 
peoples against the inevitable encroachments of a more advanced civilization” (Sieg 78). In this 
case, the primitive peoples are the Eastern Europeans in face paint who are repeatedly subjected 
to racist acts at the hands of the German actors playing the Americans. The choice of the Western 
genre betrays “a larger epistemological inability within the GDR to reconcile the non- white 
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populace on the frontier as equal, active participants in international socialism” (“The Red and 
the Black” 64). In associating Eastern Europeans with the doomed Native Americans, the films 
subtly imply that they could share the same fate. 
 DEFA tried to avoid the racist reality occurring behind the scenes with racist scenes 
within the films. The films were even sure to draw unmistakable parallels between Manifest 
Destiny and the Nazi’s desire for lebensraum, but ultimately the series was unable to conceal the 
East Germans’ racist tendencies towards the “red-painted Bulgarians” and other Eastern 
Europeans playing the Native Americans (“The Red and the Black” 69). In short, the 
Indianerfilme “perpetuated a functional racism” based upon racial historicism (“The Red and the 
Black” 70). This racial historicism refers to the “the set of claims that those other than European 
are not inherently inferior but historically immature or less developed” (Goldberg 46). Although 
this type of racism is not strictly biologically based, it still implies that the East Germans have a 
claim to being the most advanced culture out of the peoples involved both in the production of 
the films and those depicted within them, because they see themselves as being more advanced 
culturally, technologically, and politically.  
 Furthermore, several plot points within the films go beyond the type of racism required to 
create passably accurate Westerns, which reveals deeper racist undercurrents within East 
Germany. For instance, in Blutsbrüder a pregnant woman carrying a mixed child is killed, 
“conveniently avoiding the issue of miscegenation and eliminating the ‘problem’ of giving birth 
to a mixed race child” (Michaels 7). Throughout the Indianerfilme “interracial relationships often 
end with the death of the woman involved,” which also reflects back onto the sentiments of the 
films’ creators (“The Red and the Black” 64). Scenes such as this are not only superfluous, they 
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are also indicative of a deeper level of racism than most East Germans would have cared to 
admit might have existed within the country. The consistent assertion that the racist acts on 
screen belonged to the Americans did not prevent critics from pointing out the racist implications 
that are “deeply ingrained” in the genre (Gemünden 27). 
 In a defense of the Indianerfilme against these claims, Günter Karl, the dramaturge that 
oversaw the productions, claimed that the genre “couldn’t do without the romantic qualities of 
[Native American] landscapes and lives,” which apparently included the racist actions committed 
on screen (“Artifact of Resistance” 8). With this argument, Karl reveals that the producers had 
been aware of these implications, but that the concerns had been overridden in favor of the 
opportunity to create the films. The racist realities involved in the creation of the films, including 
the recreation of racist acts, the use of Eastern Europeans in ethnic drag to depict Native 
Americans, and the appropriation of Native Americans’ culture for entertainment all constitute 
evidence that the issue of race was a complex issue within East Germany. These elements of the 
Indianerfilme were acknowledged at the time of their creation by individuals intimately involved 
in the creation of the films, which further indicates that the chance to indict the United States in 
such an effective medium took precedence over considerations about the racist attitudes that the 
films would require in order to be created. 
4.4 Using Images of Gojko Mitić to Define Masculinity 
 One of the most recognizable characteristics of the Indianerfilme is the repeated 
objectification of the series’ star, Gojko Mitić. Mitić’s lead roles in the Indianerfilme propelled 
him to “instant stardom” that has continued even after the Wende (“Narrating the Postcolonial” 
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248). His face and body were on display throughout the films and on almost all of the movie 
posters advertising the series, to the point that his image became “metonymic for the defiant 
indigenous warrior in the minds of East German and Eastern European audiences” (“Narrating 
the Postcolonial” 238). Mitić’s image in the Indianerfilme was essentially a physical 
manifestation of what the SED believed masculinity should be. Through gratuitous “partial 
nudity, Mitić’s manly physique was emphasized” both on screen and off, and he was used to 
represent the ideal for manliness that men in East Germany were encouraged to emulate (Tóth 
30). In fashioning Mitić as the standard for what a man should be, DEFA was recreating yet 
another facet of East Germans’ national identity that had been displaced in the aftermath of 
World War II.   
 Following the war, the SED was confronted with the challenge of promoting its gender 
values to a population that had been decimated by the war, and this task was made harder still by 
the influx of American media. Not only were families shattered and hundreds of thousands of 
men dead, East Germans now were being exposed to media that encouraged what the SED 
believed to be the “oversexualization of women and the feminization of men” (Poiger 4). To 
many East Germans, it seemed like the country was “plagued by a crisis of masculinity” that was 
“intimately bound up with notions of national identity” (Fehrenbach 111). The SED had been 
addressing this issue through DEFA’s productions since the 1940s, and Mitić’s image in the 
Indianerfilme represent the culmination of this program and the clearest example of the type of 
masculinity the state desired.  
 Mitić’s portrayal in the Indianerfilme is an ideal example for understanding this 
dimension of the films’ role in the formation of the East German national identity. The image that 
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DEFA used Mitić to create reveals some of the “most intense beliefs” in East Germany since the 
gender norms that this image promoted “reach[ed] so deeply into private lives, personal 
identities, and power arrangements” (Stearns 84). 
 Mitić himself was a bit of an anomaly in East Germany. Although he began his Native 
American acting career as a minor character in West Germany’s Karl May adaptations, and 
openly admitted to reading May’s works as a child, his athleticism and exotic features were 
attractive enough for DEFA to overlook these questionable associations. He also retained his 
Yugoslavian passport, which gave him much more freedom of movement than the majority of 
East Germans that watched him in films, and he was the most popular East German actor by far 
even though he came from outside of East Germany (“Narrating the Postcolonial” 248). Despite 
all of this, Mitić seemed to be a perfect fit for the SED’s objective of constructing an acceptable 
standard for masculinity. 
 He had worked outdoors while growing up and was interested in bodybuilding, which he 
believed “took hold of all young people” at that time, and his physique reflected it (Mitić 12). 
The Indianerfilme were not hesitant to exploit his body, and in all of the films he can be seen 
shirtless and flexed, usually many times, as shown in Figure 5. The first of the Indianerfilme, Die 
Söhne der großen Bärin, was based on an eponymous novel written by Liselotte Welskopf-
Henrich. Her book, and the subsequent screenplay that she wrote for the film, were well regarded 
within East Germany, because there was a “consensus that Welskop-Henrich had successfully 
portrayed American Indian masculinity” (Penny 226). Considering the SED’s desire to project a 
proper version of masculinity, this distinction was likely a leading consideration in the decision 
to adapt her novel into the first of the Indianerfilme. 
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 Figure 5: Mitić’s body on display in Die Söhne der grossen Bärin 
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 Mitić assumed the lead role in the film and he soon became DEFA’s “only true star” (S. 
Kolditz 168). His ability to do his own stunts and his genuine skill at handling horses - a benefit 
of growing up on a farm - gave “his performances an air of authenticity” that made his character 
that much more attractive to audiences (“The Red and the Black” 65). The films always show 
Mitić as the ideal man, who never treats women poorly and even returned an American woman 
to an American fort unharmed after accidentally capturing her (Mach). His characters are 
paragons of restraint and control, and the only reason that he engages in violence is in response 
to attacks instigated by the Americans. In the films, Mitić is never shown indulging in alcohol or 
other drugs, even if his fellow Native Americans partake. These aspects of Mitić’s image were 
not always just a creation of the films though. His “off-screen qualities,” like “his athleticism, 
good looks, wisdom, affability, and anti-alcoholism,” were also beneficial for making Mitić a 
model example for others (Heiduschke 22).  
 Eventually the number of adoring fans that sent him letters and tried to contact him 
actually led his biographer to state: “he is a prisoner of his popularity” (Novotny 10). Mitić’s rise 
to stardom and the star cult that sprang up around him is even “reminiscent of that of famous 
Hollywood stars,” in another example of “how a capitalist phenomenon successfully penetrated 
socialist culture,” despite the SED’s attempts to prevent such deviations from Marxist-Leninism 
(Gemünden 35). Although DEFA supposedly opposed creating stars because “the concept of 
stardom, bound up as it was with the prewar traditions of both Hollywood and UFA, remained 
inherently problematic,” the studio continued to place Mitić in the lead role in all of the 
Indianerfilme (Allan, “Transnational Stardom” 179). Although this decision reflected DEFA’s 
hypocrisy, Mitić was too valuable to the state’s project to be replaced. The repeated emphasis on 
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Mitić’s face and body in advertisements for the films attested to the fact that “star discourse in 
East Germany was . . . contradictory, with anti-Western posturing coexisting uneasily with the 
publicity put out by DEFA” in support of stars such as Mitić, as shown in Figures 6 and 7 
(Soldovieri 61). The movie posters’ repeated emphasis on Mitić’s body has the added benefit of 
encouraging the type of objectification that turned his body into a canvas for East Germans’ 
Native American projections. 
 Descriptions of Mitić’s performances in the media invariably referred back to his body. 
During Mitić’s career it was common for commentators to describe him with language that 
highlighted his physique such as: “the pretty boy of cinema with the taut chest” (Wengierek 
1982). Other descriptions referred to his purported Native American qualities, with one 
newspaper saying he was “athletic like an Indian with looks like an Apache” (Reher 1991). One  
memorable euphemism for Mitić, “Yugoslav hunk,” incorporated both his status as an Other in 
East Germans’ minds and the qualities about him that DEFA emphasized the most, his strength 
and sex appeal (Lischke and McNab 297). The fascination with Mitić was unprecedented in East 
Germany, and his stardom makes it difficult to ignore the controversy that his characters reveal. 
 The reason for Mitić’s extreme popularity is most easily understood as a byproduct of 
being the star of the first action and adventure movies that DEFA produced, but at least part of 
his popularity comes from his status as an exotic Other. Even though he was “granted ‘honorary 
whiteness’ as a highly cultured ‘elective Berliner’ (Wahl-Berliner),” Mitić was still objectified as 
a representation of the Other (“Narrating the Postcolonial” 249).  
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 Figure 6: Movie poster for Osceola focused on Mitić’s body 
 
  
  
Figure 7: Movie poster for Spur des Falken focused on Mitić’s body 
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 This categorization occurred on multiple levels, since Mitić not only “played the Indian 
‘Other’” in the films, but for East Germans he was also “an ‘Other’ since he was from 
Yugoslavia, and in the films his voice was always dubbed by a native German 
speaker” (Michaels 3). The decision to take away Mitić’s ability to speak in the films attests to 
the fact that he was most useful to DEFA for the visual representation of his body, both in still 
shots and when doing stunts. Since Mitić is cast as representing so many different tribes of 
Native Americans, the films make it apparent that “because of his presumed racial Otherness, he 
serves as an acceptable substitute for any number of racial Others” (“The Red and the Black” 
66). The tribes his characters represent include Apaches, Cheyennes, Dakotas, and several others, 
which dealt a blow to DEFA’s intended authenticity, since “the faces of all tribes were collapsed 
into Mitić’s strong jaw, exaggerated red make-up, long black-haired wig and muscular 
torso” (Michaels 3). 
 The exotic appearance of his body is another important element of his appeal. The 
filmmakers at DEFA used Mitić’s body as an exotic object, and filmgoers were eager to 
consumer it, since the image of his body “played to the public’s erotic and consumer fantasies” 
for which they normally lacked an outlet (Fehrenbach 20). By using Mitić’s body as a sexual 
object, the Indianerfilme filled a gap in East German media, because “‘body genres’ - 
specifically horror, kung fu and pornography - found no place in the GDR 
mediascape” (“Narrating the Postcolonial” 250). The constant display of Mitić’s body throughout 
the films signals that the DEFA head knew “his physicality and facial features made for a more 
erotic and exotic Indian warrior than Brice’s Winnetou” (Tóth 30). To East Germans that could 
not travel out of the country, Mitić was perfectly suited to sate their desire for exoticism, since 
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“exoticism is rooted in the foreign, the Other, and the remote,” which Mitić, as an obvious 
foreigner, represented perfectly (Endter 333). The fixation on Mitić’s body even approaches a 
form of eroticism, and since “eroticization was in many ways a form of racial prejudice that 
created or reinforced racial stereotypes,” Mitić’s image effectively constituted another dimension 
of racism within the Indianerfilme (Poiger 14). 
 Mitić’s characters and popularity are complex topics that can be used to “show the 
complicated intersections of gender, sexuality, class, and race in East . . . German constructions 
of national identit[y]” (Poiger 9). His affectionate title as “DEFA-Chefindianer,” or DEFA’s 
Chief Indian, is itself another potential form of objectification as it subtly entails DEFA has some 
degree of ownership over him, but it is most likely a sincere token of East Germans’ admiration 
for their favorite star (Gemünden 36). Mitić’s objectification substantiates the main reason for 
DEFA’s alleged opposition to “the concept of stardom,” that stars often became “victims of 
exploitation” (“Transnational Stardom” 179). Even so, there is also no indication that Mitić felt 
that he was being used unfairly at any point during the Indianerfilme, and he was one of the few 
actors that chose to stay in East German despite being free to leave at any time. The director of 
Osceola, Konrad Petzold, attested to this, saying: “It is not as if Gojko had no other choice than 
to portray Indians here in the East. He had, and as far as I know he continues to have, offers from 
the capitalist countries” (Novotny 27). Therefore, while it is true that the objectification of 
Mitić’s body and its subsequent use “as a semantic object” to delineate masculinity was 
hypocritical of DEFA, it seems that he truly enjoyed his role as DEFA-Chefindianer (“Narrating 
the Postcolonial” 249).  These roles not only made Mitić and his body synonymous with 
masculinity within East Germany, but throughout the Eastern Bloc as well, since one of the 
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Indianerfilme’s greatest assets was their international appeal. This appeal, along with a 
discussion of how it fit into the SED’s international agenda, is addressed in the next chapter. 
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5. The Indianerfilme: An International Perspective 
5.1 The Indianerfilme’s International Reception 
The Indianerfilme are a successful example of the SED’s continued drive for international 
recognition and legitimacy. The films’ collaborative production and international distribution 
represent the SED’s deliberate strategy of using film to bolster the East Germany’s influence and 
cement its position as an independent nation. The period during which DEFA created and 
distributed the Indianerfilme was an era of meaningful change, both within East Germany and 
with regard to East Germany’s geopolitical situation. During the course of the Indianerfilme, the 
SED underwent its first and only transition of leadership, from Walter Ulbricht to Erich 
Honecker in 1971; in the international arena, Willy Brandt, Chancellor of West Germany, 
instituted the most consequential reform of West Germany’s policies toward East Germany since 
the 1940s, Ostpolitik. Interestingly, the change in leadership within East Germany and the new 
international political climate did not prompt a shift in the Indianerfilme’s tone or ideological 
message. Rather, the continuity in their production and distribution throughout this period 
demonstrates their continued usefulness in promoting the SED’s international objectives despite 
these developments. 
In the early 1970s, Ostpolitik led to West Germany relaxing the Hallstein Doctrine, which 
had been the basis for West Germany’s policy of refusing to associate with countries that 
recognized East Germany (Killian 7). After Ostpolitik changed this approach, the ensuing 
rapprochement between East and West Germany suggested that the two Germanies could 
potentially coexist as separate states with their own distinct national identities. By the time the 
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rapprochement began, the SED had already been using the Indianerfilme as an affirmation of 
East Germany’s status as an independent state and as a leader within the Eastern Bloc for several 
years, and the films would continue to support these ambitions until the end of the series.
The decidedly international collaboration in the development of the Indianerfilme was 
matched by the series’ international distribution. Co-producing the Indianerfilme allowed the 
SED “to win Western support for the GDR’s sovereignty” (Ivanova 97). Although the films were 
largely filmed and distributed only within Eastern Bloc countries, they reflect the SED’s ongoing 
goal to foster wider recognition for East Germany. The Indianerfilme were filmed in locations 
across Eastern Europe in other Marxist-Leninist countries, including the Soviet Union, Romania, 
Bulgaria, and Yugoslavia (Gemünden 25). By engaging in this collaborative co-production, each 
of these countries gave the others credibility, and the cooperation exhibited cohesion among the 
socialist states that indicated their ability to resist being isolated by the Western powers. For the 
SED, co-productions like the Indianerfilme “presented the opportunity to develop ties with a 
community of Eastern European artists in the wake of the Hallstein Doctrine” (Ivanova 108). 
Resisting the pressure of isolation, which was the primary purpose of policies like the Hallstein 
Doctrine, proved that East Germany and the other socialist states enjoyed a healthy level of 
transnational cooperation in spite of forced isolation. Although a movie production is a relatively 
simple undertaking for a national government, the SED’s decision to make Indianerfilme an 
international co-production provided an opportunity to promote unity among the socialist states 
and advertise their ability to work together, effectively opposing pressure from West Germany. 
There were several elements of transnational cooperation that made the Indianerfilme successful 
in achieving these goals, including: “practical exchanges that took the form of multinational 
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crews making films at Babelsberg, the cross-border mobility of film workers and the supply of 
editing or copying services for partners” (Ivanova 105).
The actors in the films also came from various countries throughout the Eastern Bloc. 
Their participation, along with the international sets and the Indianerfilme’s international 
distribution ultimately allowed DEFA to flaunt its ability to create “transnational productions, 
with transnational heroes, in a transnational setting” to an international audience (Goral 2). While 
the Indianerfilme were certainly popular within East Germany, with Die Söhne der großen Bärin 
selling enough tickets for one out of every five East Germans to see the film within three months, 
they were also DEFA’s most successful film export (“Narrating the Postcolonial” 258). In fact, 
when accounting for the number of tickets sold in Bulgaria, Romania, and Czechoslovakia, 
“Apachen was the most popular DEFA film ever produced,” with “over ten million tickets” sold 
while the film was on tour throughout the Eastern Bloc (“The Red and the Black” 74). Therefore, 
the films are the most prominent and effective instance of co-production in East Germany’s 
history. 
The international collaboration that went into the Indianerfilme helped ensure that the 
films successfully “opened multiple markets in Eastern Bloc with their international stars and 
exotic locations,” which was another reason for DEFA’s continued support for their international 
star, Gojko Mitić (“Narrating the Postcolonial” 258). This positive reception was certainly 
beneficial to DEFA’s budget, but more importantly, it demonstrated the SED’s ability to export its 
culture and disseminate its Marxist-Leninist narrative further than ever before, even to people 
outside its own captive audience within East Germany. Screening the films in other Eastern Bloc 
countries also provided DEFA an opportunity to display the studio’s technical and artistic 
potential, which the other countries, aside from the USSR, most likely would not have been able 
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to replicate. DEFA’s filmmaking ability and the other countries’ exotic locations and citizens 
were essential in co-producing the Indianerfilme, since they facilitated an international trade “in 
professional services,” in which other countries provided “exotic-looking extras or props and 
landscapes not found in the GDR, in exchange for DEFA’s technical expertise” (Ivanova 107).
This strategy shared close parallels with the type of cultural imperialism that the SED 
accused the United States of engaging in, and the Indianerfilme’s successful international 
reception signified that the SED was more than willing to support its own cultural imperialism if 
it won East Germany international recognition. Following this strategy for all of the 
Indianerfilme further solidified East Germany’s standing as an influential state. It was 
hypocritical that the SED still “condemned the so-called cultural imperialism of Hollywood 
while at the same time . . . producing prestige films with other strong European film companies” 
in order to expand its own influence (Ivanova 99). Conveniently, the Soviet Union had also 
engaged in similar efforts to spread its culture and expand its influence through film, which 
presented DEFA with another, more ideologically palatable, example that the SED could claim 
the Indianerfilme had emulated. Throughout the Cold War “instances of co-production emerged 
as a manifestation of the Soviet cultural policy’s tendency to use international projects as a 
mechanism of control over the cultural sphere and ensure the proper representation of national 
myths” (Skopal 100). In another example of self-Sovietization, DEFA copied this strategy in the 
development of the Indianerfilme to promote the SED’s national myths to an international 
audience. While the films followed a well-known strategy for expanding influence through co-
productions, they were more effective than other DEFA co-productions because they took 
advantage of a sentiment that was shared by many people living under Marxist-Leninist 
governments throughout the Cold War: the desire to leave. 
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The Indianerfilme tapped into escapist fantasies that were shared by citizens across the 
Eastern Bloc. The desire to “travel to exotic landscapes” was especially compelling, and the 
Indianerfilme benefited immensely from being “suggestive of parts of the world completely off 
limits” to people in socialist countries (Byg 30). The Indianerfilme’s ability to take advantage of 
these desires was a great success for DEFA and the SED, even though the restrictive policies of 
the socialist governments, the SED included, were the primary reason so many of their citizens 
craved some kind of “escapist genre” (Gemünden 26).
Giving audiences in Eastern Bloc countries the ability to “travel in their minds,” 
heightened the Indianerfilme’s effectiveness and garnered support and influence for the SED at a 
critical moment in their geopolitical relationship with West Germany (Heiduschke 18). It is 
unlikely that West Germany would have abandoned the Hallstein Doctrine if instances of 
international collaboration between the socialist countries, such as the co-production of the 
Indianerfilme, had failed or never occurred. Failing to collaborate or failing to try to collaborate 
would have implied that isolation policies could be effective, which would have encouraged 
West Germany to continue using isolation as a strategy. The films also illustrated that East 
Germany had a high level of influence, or at least an increasing level of influence, among the 
socialist countries, since they successfully exported the SED’s narrative to millions of people 
outside of East Germany. 
As a result, the international reception of the Indianerfilme shows that these DEFA co-
productions “successfully captured popular attention and crossed national borders” (“Artifact of 
Resistance” 2). As a result, their success signified the start of “a new reality of normalized 
relations and routine international cultural exchanges that had eluded the country for so 
long” (Horten 70). However, successfully exporting East German culture necessarily required 
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DEFA to engage in the same type of cultural imperialism that had made Hollywood a target for 
the SED since the 1940s. Despite this contradiction, the SED had been successful enough in 
creating an independent and distinct national identity that its cultural products “were well-
received east of the Oder in places like Poland, Bulgaria and Romania” (“Artifact of Resistance” 
2). This achievement, represented by the Indianerfilme’s international success, bolstered East 
Germany's international standing and legitimized the country’s new national identity.
5.2 Using the Indianerfilme to Express International Solidarity  
 In addition to the Indianerfilme’s role in deepening ties within the Eastern Bloc, the films 
also provided the SED with a method to express solidarity with other peoples and governments 
opposing the United States across the globe. The themes and tropes within the Indianerfilme 
indicate that the SED intended for the films to mobilize East German support for peoples in 
countries like Cuba and Vietnam, and even within the United States itself. Signaling solidarity 
with these peoples through the Indianerfilme provided the SED with a platform to demonstrate 
its global perspective without committing significant time or resources to the actual conflicts that 
constituted the contemporary backdrop for the films. In East Germany “international solidarity 
remained for the most part a utopian ideal discussed at film congresses,” but the Indianerfilme 
brought this discussion closer to reality by consistently projecting themes of solidarity for over a 
decade (Ivanova 105).  
 The clearest indication of the Indianerfilme’s role in the SED’s solidarity project are the 
films’ plots about Native Americans opposing American imperialism, which naturally paralleled 
the ongoing struggle in Vietnam and other postcolonial conflicts. Using the films as part of this 
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solidarity project was East Germany’s “institutionally established position,” and the SED 
publicized this position “through newspaper and radio critiques, and so on” (“Narrating the 
Postcolonial” 245). It may have been easier for East Germans to make the connection between 
the Native Americans in the films resisting the United States’ encroachment and their own 
ongoing resistance against American influence, but in the 1960s and 1970s the same themes 
could be applied to postcolonial struggles across the world. The sensation of  “Cold War 
solidarity with Native Americans as early opponents of US imperialism” that the films generated 
was equally useful in understanding and showing support for the “postcolonial struggles of 
‘Third World’ countries, such as Vietnam, Cuba, and Angola” (Byg 30; “Narrating the 
Postcolonial” 231). 
 A prominent example of the solidarity project is DEFA involving Cubans in the co-
production of Osceola and filming scenes on the island. This decision fulfilled the SED’s 
expectation that DEFA support the “GDR’s international project of solidarity with third World 
nations, particularly its ‘Bruderstaat’ Cuba” (“The Red and the Black” 63) Setting scenes on the 
island and casting Cuban characters were DEFA’s primary tools for lending implicit support for 
Cuba’s conflict with the United States. The film spread images of Cuba and of Cubans, thereby 
popularizing their struggle to East Germans who would likely never see the country firsthand. 
Including Cubans in the film transformed their struggle from a distant political problem into a 
topic of popular interest. The negative spotlight that the film placed on capitalism and Americans 
was typical of Indianerfilme, but the decision to film scenes of indigenous resistance against 
United States imperialism on an island less than 100 miles away from Florida signaled that the 
SED intended for the film to hit closer to home (Petzold). This film, like the other Indianerfilme, 
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perpetuated the “narrative of militaristic solidarity against global capitalism and its 
accompanying racism,” which could be easily manipulated to fit any of the postcolonial conflicts 
that sprang up around the world during this time period (“The Red and the Black” 78). 
 Due to their predictable themes, the Indianerfilme were easy to repurpose to fit a key 
“GDR foreign policy goal: to connect 19th century expansionism against the ‘red people’ on the 
American continent” to US expansionism occurring during the the series’ production (“The Red 
and the Black” 64). This goal included showing solidarity with people that Thomas Fuchs argues 
were seen in the SED as the state’s “gelbe Brüder/Schwestern,” namely the Vietnamese 
communists (Fuchs 164). The ideological basis for East Germany’s national identity made it easy 
for the SED to adopt the causes of peoples throughout the world, as long as they also believed in 
opposing the United States. The goal of subverting the United States led to the SED and DEFA 
using the films “to project East German solidarity with postcolonial struggles in the so-called 
‘Third World’ (particularly in Vietnam)” (“Artifact of Resistance” 3).  
 Scenes of Native Americans engaging in irregular warfare against the US military in 
some of the Indianerfilme, particularly Apachen and Blutbrüder, legitimized the “guerrilla and 
terrorist tactics” that are used against “their scheming American enemies” (“The Red and the 
Black” 64). Showing the heroes of the films use these tactics made it more acceptable when the 
Vietnamese and other oppressed people employed them in their resistance against the United 
States. Once East Germans were conditioned to seeing Gojko Mitić “refusing to be a powerless 
victim of a genocide” and instead “acting out the fantasy of the resistance,” it became easier to 
relate to the Vietnamese or Cubans, especially since Mitić himself was the son of partisans who 
resisted Nazi occupation (Gemünden 33).  
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 When discussing the reasons for supporting Osceola’s production, the film’s dramaturg, 
Günther Karl, stated that “the discrimination suffered by people of color is not only part of the 
USA’s unreflected past, but one of its burning contemporary problems . . . The demonstration for 
equal rights for people of color merges with the demonstrations against the dirty war in Vietnam” 
(Karl 5). This line of reasoning reveals that the film’s creators saw it as a potential critique of the 
Vietnam War, but more significantly, as a way to show support for Americans who protested the 
war and for African Americans who were fighting for equal rights within the United States. By 
making this connection, Karl demonstrated that the Indianerfilme were intended to express East 
German solidarity both with citizens of other countries oppressed by the United States and with 
oppressed citizens within the United States. This interpretation of the films suggests that the 
black chieftain in Osceola named Black Panther was not simply coincidence, but a carefully 
planted affirmation of East Germany’s support for the Black Panther movement within the 
United States. Also, the films can all be interpreted to signify contemporary solidarity with 
another group within the United States that the Indianerfilme feature much more prominently, 
Native Americans. Native Americans were also involved in the Civil Rights Movement, and 
while the films obviously signal solidarity with 18th and 19th century Native Americans, the 
series is also useful for bringing attention to 20th century Native Americans that were actively 
fighting for rights during the Indianerfilme’s production. 
 Some scholars have argued that East Germany did not truly care about the postcolonial 
solidarity project, with Peggy Piesche stating that “solidarity with the ‘oppressed peoples of the 
world’ [...] in most cases was no more than propagandistic sloganeering, because there was 
extremely little active exchange, something that would entail everyday encounters, travel, and 
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the mediation of information” (Piesche 43). While it is true that few East Germans would have 
been able to travel to the sites of these conflicts, the SED still encouraged the inclusion of their 
struggles in films that were slated for wide international distribution. Since the Indianerfilme 
were DEFA’s furthest-reaching and most-watched films, including elements of solidarity within 
them was the most effective way for the SED to demonstrate its solidarity through media. There 
is also evidence that East Germany engaged in more material displays of solidarity with these 
countries. State sanctioned initiatives “included diplomatic missions, foreign aid, the welcoming 
of international students and even arms deals,” with East Germany hosting Fidel Castro in 
Berlin, rebuilding the North Korean city of Hamhung, sending missionaries to Mozambique, and 
selling weapons to both Iran and Iraq (“Narrating the Postcolonial” 245). As for East German 
citizens, “particular countries captured the GDR national imaginary at certain points in time and 
prompted outpourings of letters, children’s drawings folk songs, mass demonstrations, and, of 
course, films” (“Narrating the Postcolonial” 245). 
 With so much evidence for the SED’s and East Germans’ willingness to demonstrate 
solidarity with these other countries, it is not surprising that DEFA amplified the state’s position 
using the Indianerfilme. Including solidarity for peoples being oppressed during the 1960s and 
1970s within the Indianerfilme was a natural extension of the solidarity project and the themes 
within the films. It was also an effective way to export the sentiment to the other states in the 
Eastern Bloc, because the films were able to establish “that East Germany and other socialist 
nations were brothers in spirit to Native Americans,” therefore making it easier for Eastern 
Europeans to see themselves as brothers in spirit to oppressed Vietnamese, Cubans, and African 
Americans as well (Heiduschke 28). It may not have been an entirely altruistic project, though. 
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Embedding the solidarity project within the Indianerfilme was also a way for the SED to benefit 
from the “important public relations work they accomplished: the Indianerfilm helped market the 
GDR to its own citizens as a globally conscientious power” and spread that sentiment throughout 
the Eastern Bloc (“Narrating the Postcolonial” 239). By encouraging a sense that East Germany 
was globally conscientious state, the Indianerfilme were that much effective at boosting East 
Germany’s international legitimacy, since they portrayed East Germany as being in touch with 
pressing global issues and capable of taking action to influence their outcomes, even if only on 
the silver screen. 
 Another side effect of including the solidarity theme within the Indianerfilme actually 
benefited the moviegoers as well. Since East Germans and Eastern Europeans were not able to 
travel to the sites of oppression occurring during this time period, the “films allowed white, 
Eastern Bloc consumers to reimagine themselves as concerned audiences in a position of 
political agency with respect to the ‘Third World’ . . . whilst never abandoning the guilty 
pleasures of homegrown fantasies about American Indians” (“Narrating the Postcolonial” 231). 
The fact that these action-packed adventure films were imbued with a sense of righteous morality 
was an added bonus for the people watching the films, since it absolved them of feeling guilty 
for indulging in an escapist fantasy that they had been conditioned to avoid. Packaging the 
Indianerfilme in the context of the solidarity movement was yet another element that led to the 
films’ stunning success at home and abroad, and further evidence for the series’ efficacy in 
promoting the SED’s goals.  
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6. Conclusion and Discussion 
 In the previous chapters, the discussion about the Indianerfilme revealed that this film 
series was both distinctly original in some regards, and at the same time, a thinly concealed 
repackaging of previous works. Despite their inspiration originating as a response to films 
produced in West Germany, they are now a constructive and valuable component of the Western 
genre as a whole. They even provide a response to film critics that claim that there is “no white 
film that has tried to assume an Indian’s point of view” (Gallagher 3). This claim was echoed by 
activist Ward Churchill, who is also a professor of ethnic studies, who stated “there has not been 
one attempt to put out a commercial film which deals with native reality through native 
eyes” (Churchill 236). Comments like these reveal the relative obscurity of the Indianerfilme in 
the minds of most Americans, but the sentiments behind the statements may still hold “true.” 
 Even though the Indianerfilme technically tell their stories from the perspective of the 
Native Americans in the films, in this study we have seen that these stories have much more to 
do with the interests and perspectives of the East Germans that created the films than they do 
with actual Native Americans. It is this dichotomy between what the Indianerfilme profess to 
achieve and what they truly represent that makes them so interesting to examine. Far from being 
an accurate account of what Native Americans actually experienced, these films instead project 
East Germany’s Marxist-Leninist narrative onto an imagined reality that appropriates the image 
of Native Americans to tell its story. Although the films ultimately “reveal far more about the 
political agenda of its makers than about the objects which they pretend to portray,” they manage 
to present a somewhat more honest accounting of Native Americans’ experiences in the 18th and 
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19th Centuries than the hundreds of Hollywood films that also appropriated their cultures and 
history for entertainment (Gemünden 27). While Hollywood films gloss over the atrocities 
committed by Americans during this period or ignore them altogether, this series at least brings 
these acts to light. However, the Indianerfilme’s creators’ repeated emphasis on historical 
accuracy still rings hollow. They simply selectively carved out aspects of Native American 
history that furthered their political objectives and then superimposed East German beliefs, 
stereotypes, and narratives onto the image of Native Americans. 
 It is never possible to depict reality accurately through any medium, even if movies can, 
at times, seem so real that they can convince viewers otherwise. These films may not ever be 
confused with reality, since Native Americans and Mexicans conversing in German would strike 
most people as rather odd, but they do not have to be ultra-realistic to be a valuable source of 
information about the reality that East Germans experienced in the 1960s and 1970s. In fact, it is 
their departure from reality that reveals the most about the people that created them, the people 
that watched them, and the people that they affected. Since East Germany ceased to exist in any 
meaningful form in the 1990s, these films provide a window into a country that has now been 
frozen in history.  
 The Indianerfilme that East Germany left behind are tools that allow us not only to dig 
into the thoughts and beliefs of East Germans, but to see them act out their fantasies in full color. 
Since this study and many others have established that “film production and distribution in the 
GDR reflected the socialist politics, ideology, and culture of the state,” the Indianerfilme also 
make it possible to see the images that the East German government wanted its citizens to see 
(Stott 31). Approaching the films with the knowledge that they were created first and foremost to 
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serve East Germany’s national interests, they bring those interests to life and make them easier to 
see, understand, and analyze. While the Indianerfilme have been mocked for their clichés, 
technical shortcomings, and repetitive plots, the fact that they were “one of the least 
controversial genres ever produced by DEFA,” as well as the most popular, makes the 
observations that we can draw out of them even more reliable as indications of East Germany’s 
official positions and political objectives (“Narrating the Postcolonial” 244). 
 The themes, tropes, plots, actors, and settings in the Indianerfilme all represent an 
intentional goal or a telling oversight, and this study has focused on analyzing several of them, 
but there are many more that were not addressed here. What has been proven is that this series 
represents the coincidence that at the height of war in which thousands died and thousands more 
lived under the threat of nuclear war, in East and West Germany the “cinematic representation of 
the American West became an important cultural weapon of mass dissemination” (Goral 2). After 
examining the historical basis for the Germans’ interest in Native Americans and the role that 
controlling the media played in creating and protecting national identities, this coincidence 
seems less like random chance and more like a natural extension of the ideological battle 
between capitalism and communism that precipitated the Cold War in the first place. 
 The historical and political backdrop to the Indianerfilme is also easier to understand by 
studying the development of these movies. Their production touches on all of the key points in 
East Germany’s development, including censorship, Marxist-Leninism, international solidarity, 
national identity, and many others. Since the Indianerfilme were so popular and films were such 
potent weapons in the battle for ideological control, it should come as no surprise that the 
Indianerfilme’s star actor was well aware of East Germany’s intention to use the films to serve 
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political goals. When discussing the heavy-handed imposition of the state’s ideology, Mitić 
simply said: the “GDR was not ready to accept the stories about Winnetou, Old Shatterhand and 
his friends as simply good entertainment with a shot of morality” (Mitić 51). 
 However, the films also represent the beginning of SED’s loss of control over media in 
East Germany and the eventual death of the state. Seeds of this outcome had been planted in the 
Indianerfilme themselves, since “inadvertently, by depicting Native Americans’ resistance to the 
American government the films also gave their audiences a space to question their own 
government’s policies” (Michaels 8). The solidarity that the films expressed with Native 
Americans that were continuing to resist American oppression at the time the films were 
produced also undermined East Germany. Seeing the “long-term American Indian resistance and 
resurgence gave many Germans . . . the hope that they too might overcome challenges in the 
modern world,” which would come to include their own government (Penny 801). The SED’s 
loss of ideological control over East Germans was hastened by policies that its leaders enacted 
toward the end of the Indianerfilme. Honecker’s policy of Abgrenzung was intended to keep 
Western influences from interfering while “East Germany was developing more fully into its 
uniquely socialist identity,” but within several years “the increased importation of Western and 
American films backfired for East Germany and ultimately undermined its independence and 
autonomy” (Horten 84). These eventuality, although not addressed in the body of this study, 
further demonstrates the importance of maintaining control over the flow of information within a 
society. 
 Further topics that would expand the scope and depth of this study can be found 
throughout the Indianerfilme and in their political and historical context, but there several are 
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noteworthy for the clear contribution they would make here. The international reception of the 
Indianerfilme discussed in Chapter 5 would benefit from including the reception that the films, 
and Gojko Mitić as well, received by the various Native American tribes that have taken an 
interest in this series. Although it was briefly mentioned that some tribes refuse to watch the 
Indianerfilme because of their crude appropriations, Native Americans are a broad and diverse 
group, and some tribes have embraced Mitić and the Indianerfilme, as demonstrated by the 
Tulalip Indians performing “a traditional welcoming ceremony” for him upon his arrival in 
Seattle in 1996 for the US Indianerfilme premiere (“The Red and the Black” 66). 
 This 1996 premiere also alludes to another potential direction for this research to follow: 
the resurgence of interest in the Indianerfilme as part of the Ostalgie phenomenon. Although 
Mitić believed the dissolution of East Germany with take his career with it, events such as the 
US premiere of the Indianerfilme are a testament to his continued popularity. There are currently 
several blogs and forums which are still used by Mitić fans to discuss and promote his films, and 
the Indianerfilme are a popular genre among both former East Germans, former West Germans, 
and international audiences. The films have actually been noted for “their remarkable return on 
German television and in fan books in recent years as part of a broad wave of Ostalgie,” 
indicating a resurgent interest among audiences that see the films as a reminder of life before 
reunification (Gemünden 29). 
 Although these topics surrounding the Indianerfilme are interesting indications of the 
genre’s wide appeal, there are also many themes within the films that could be studied further. 
This study addresses Mitić’s role as a model for masculinity in East Germany, but the films also 
reveal insights into the idealized model for femininity that the SED promoted through the films. 
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While significant here space is devoted to Gojko Mitić, his co-star in Blutsbrüder, an American 
turned East German, Dean Reed, is also the subject of significant scholarship, since “the radical 
nature of Reed’s politics, coupled with his wide appeal across Eastern Bloc audiences” adds 
another layer of complexity to the genre as a whole (“Transnational Stardom” 180). There is also 
significant research that examines the music, scenery, and costumes in the Indianerfilme in 
greater detail, which would be a valuable addition to this study. In addition to these issues, 
examining the internal politics at DEFA, the biographies of the films directors, and the 
intersection of their intentions for the films and the films’ actual trajectories would reveal to what 
degree the Indianerfilme took on a life of their own.  
 Overall, these films are packed densely with information about East Germans, their 
romanticization of Native Americans, the intentions and shortcomings of the East German state, 
the relationship between gender, race, and class in East Germany, and many other topics. The 
title of the genre, Indianerfilme, indicates that the films will primarily be films about Indians, but 
this is only true at first glance. Looking at the films in more depth will reveal that they can be 
interpreted in different ways and hold various meanings depending on the viewer, the current 
political and historical context, and the level of analysis applied to them. With that in mind, the 
Indianerfilme will continue to be an object of fascination and debate as long as they keep 
attracting viewers. 
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